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The Year That Was
by Richard Alan Anderson
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By the time you read this column, not
only will my year of presidency in h s
Association be over, but hopefullyI d
also have recovered from the hangover
and muscle strains incurred at the
President's Ball in San Antonio.
Leeislativelv,it was a vear that started
out with a hagover of &ecial sessions
that resulted in new death penalty legislation and ended with our Association
still grapplingwithwhatapproach must
be taken to address the issues raised by
the Texas Punishment Standards Commission prior to their reporting back to
the 1993LegislaturelnNovember,1992.
Professionally, itwas a year that saw the
Association address indigent defense,
attomeyfclient relationships and the
manner by which the criminal defense
practitioner in Texas would be practicing law for the next several years. At
this time of deadline-mduceddection,
would like to thank a number of
mole to whom the real accomolishxents belong, even thoughIget to take
redit for them.
Doug andLisa Tinker played hosts to
the President's Retreat in Corpus Christi
during the summer of 1991, a meeting
from which many of the ideas were
horn that resulted in the manv accom~lishmentsattributable to the' Assoeiaon. Ron Goranson deserves special
zcognition for keeping a watchhd eye

hisusual outstandingeffortinthe&cus
Committee, which addressed issues inolving the sanctity of the attorney/

our Association afterwe defendedthem.
Mike Brown did an excellent job as
chairman of the Hall of Fame Commttee
m performing the researeh on our new
inductees, Clifford Brown and Weldon
Holcomb. Betty Blackwell and Dam
Whitworth,longtime contributorsto our
Associstion, continued the difficult
position of carrying the Association's
banner m their work on the Texas
Punishment Standards Commission.
Gerry Morris, as well as being a wdirector of the Rusty Duncan State
Crimal Law Short Course, also serves
the Association on a daily basis by
being there for frequent emergencies.
Gerry and E.X. Martin also deserve
uedit for what has become a popular
membershp service, our electronic
bulletin hoard. Mark Daniels worked
hard with our public relations material
and production of our TCDLA video
tapes.
Keith Jagmin did an outstanding job
as our Continuing Legal Education Directos. For the Arst time, the Association has a handbook for course directors that delineates responsiblity and
allows us the efficient presentation of
continuing legal education material
throughout the State. Keith and Mary
Conn also put in enormous effort to get
our indigent defense seminar off the
ground and running, There are currently five courses planned (Austin in
m y , Houston in July, Dallas in August/
September, Lubbck in September/
October and Tylerhongvlew in October/niovember, wi& more to come if
needed). Mary Corn was afso a cedirector of the Advaaced F&@id
Cnrninal l a w COUN.In Ney Orleans.
Jun lavinc and Kent Sch?
sorcmcular tlroelam - i t 'th
Gnrg &mj&. i n i n ~ ~ u s tin
o nF&masy.
J& Eare also
u;lB fat die pr~gtam
forthemaymman

Aatonio. Bill Habepa did yeoman's
workasourrepreserua&etothe~
PunEshmemSrandanlsCmmidonand
RE. Eri&Weaver was instntolatal in
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To "Grid" or
Not to "Grid"
Keny P. FitzGerald, Editor
Voicefwtbe Defence

The perennial problem persists: What
should be done about the prison crisis?
In short, boiling the issue down to the
basics, the alternatives are providing
more beds or agreeing to lower sentences. The construction problem involves enormous costs. The sentence
~mblemis similar to living within a
budget: The prisoner must be released
there is nowhere to put him or her.
On June 27, 1992, some influential
heavy duty attorneys met in Austin.
diversified moup
- was comprised
~f both prosecutors and crimit& de'ense attorneys. The point of the meeting
was to get some of the best minds
ugether on both sides of the aisle in
xder to see whether there was any
zornmon ground on some of the important issues now being discussed by
h e PunishmentStandards Commission.
It is very safe to say that1was the most
ignorant of the entire group. I had
heardthat the Commission was moving
Forward of its own volition and that it
had really not paid a whole lot of
attention to the real participants, i.e. the
prosecution and the defense, in the
criminal justice system. That seemed a
naive thing to hear and quite frankly a
ridiculous thing to do, if in fact that was
the case.
There was considerable conversation
about the current state of affairs. Dr.
Tony Fabelo, the executive director of
the Criminal Justice Policy Council, explained the significance
of a number of
.
statistics.
At the present time, we have a 17,000
person backlog inthecounty jah. They
should be sewing prison sentences in
p&an They &"paper ready" to be
shipped off A lack of faulities has
forestalled therr transfer. Thus, these
felons' sentences are being
"misdemeanonzed" because they are
doing their m e in county jails.
Dr Fabelo projected another 28,000
person backlog by 1998 if the current
parole system is Intact with no changes,
md after the State builds another 25,000
beds On the face of it, the bed con-

-

struction project seems a little futile. So
does lengthening the time of imprisonment.
Apparently, on average, 18% of a
person's sentence is actually served.
rhis figure is the same as the national
average. 10% of the sentences are
sewedifthe 3 G offenders are excluded.
All present agreed that there should
not simply be truthin sentencing. There
should also be honesty in legislation. It
was emphasized that the legislation
should have an economic impact
statement to fully inform the public as
to the effect of the new laws on the
public's pocket book.
Apparently,thecommissionhas given
a lot of thought to a creation of "grid"
system notwithstanding protestations
from some Commission members and
staff that they oppose a "federal grid,"
the result will be just that, a mandatory
grid.
Without exception, all aboard at the
meeting opposed the "grid" system but
it seems that the unanimous opposition
was truly not a negative position as
much as it was a realistic evaluation of
the operation of the Criminal Justice
System.
The "grid" system evaluates a number
of criminal offenses, factors in the
criminal history and spits out a range of
imprisonment measured in months.
Is should be obvious that such a
"grid"system, initially opposed by many
federal judges, completely deprives the
trial judge of any meaningful discretion
in sentencing. The "grid" system is also
totally incompatible with jury sentencing. After all,why should one bother
with having a jury setthe punishment in
a case when the true range of punishment at issue is but a few months.
The "grid" systemisprimarily resource
driven and then, to a lesser extent,
offense driven. It is definitely not
offender driven. As the resources
change, the "grid" system must change.
There is very little room for deviation
within the system. While the circumContinued onpage 38
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An Answer to "A Defense Lawyer%
Adten""
*(As I was finishing this piece an 10
June1992inpreparation farsubmission
;o the Voicc' I lc&cd h a t C ~ t l ljcnnett
~y
had died. 'I'heru will I*: a biogaphy of
Cat in the Vosce, but I must say how
much she contniuted to the defense of
criminal cases and to c o n t i n m legal
education in Texas and through& &e
nation. She taught usalsoaboutcourage
and what the word "class" m e w . She
will be sorely missed.)
Recently,The NationalIawJ o d { l
~
,
Tune *1992) printed
an
article in its
"Padim" d o n by ~ a r i o n
S. Rwen, a
Houston lawyerwhohas bade goodbye
ro the defense of criminal cases. The
artide,, "A Defense Lawyer's Adieu,"
contained some accurate factual statements, but it also contained several
distortions of the criminaljusticesystem
in Texas. Ako, Ms. Ros& apparently
rnisperceives the mle of the criminal
defense lawyer.
Ms. ~osen'assertsthat about twenty
yearn ,agoinmatesserved approx3rpately
two-thirds of their sentences, but now
they serve 26 days for each year. It is
true that inmates used to serve a higher
percentage of their sentences, but, on
avemge, sentences were much shoaer
then. It is also m e that convicts with
n.ohaggravated offenses n& serve
about one month for &ch year of theit
sentence. What Ms. Rosen neglects to
say isthat despitethe Fact that the Texas
prison system has become a 'revolving
door" for many inmates,approximately
35% of the defendants sentenced to
prison are for a g g r a w d oaenses, in
which the d e f e n h must seve onefourthofthe calendar time befofp1be@
eligible for parole co@demti?fi.
Admittedly,,
wi& S h r l f l ~one-

I

and the GovernorOT
Lieutenant-Goverm,and SpeakeroftheHouseappointed
members to -the Texas Puwhment
Standards Commiss~onto address the
problems Ms. Rosen described in her
not so "farewell" to the criminal defense
bar.
Further, in an apparent attempt to
take comfort from statistics -i.e,she
is not alone in leaving criminal defense,
Ms. Rosen cites the loss of member6
(subscribers) of the State Bar of T e a s
CriminalJusticeSection,and an inaease
of a "mere" 100 members in the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyem in the past
five years as a sign of dissatisfaction
with mminal defense pmctice (Ms.
Hoscn's figures for'IC1)IA are i n c o m a
bv, 65%.
- ,and rr~uchi)f the disatl'cctiun IS
economic, but that is not my point
here]. Ms. Rosen.& forreassessment
of society's values and morals, and "on
a practical note" for rnandatorg sentencing and for defendants to "serve
out" their sentences. If M s Rosen
would acquaint herself with the efforts
of the Texas Punishments Standards
Commission, the Texas District and
County Attom~Association,
theTenas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
and numerous other state and local
organhtiona concmedwith pmblems
inthe criminal justice system, she could
join in the efforts +nd help work "to
make punishment work as a tool for
reform." Those h u e s are belng discussed (sometimes cussed) in Austin,

:
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Cliff Brown and Weldon Holcomb
New Inductees in TCDLA Hall of Fame
This issue of the Voice honors Chff Brown and Weldon Holcomb, two noted mainstays of TCDLA. Each has been inducted
into the TCDLA Hall of Fame. Cliff and Weldon have contributed substantially over the years to TCDLA, but more importantly,
to its numerous members They are "people" persons. They are also terrific lawyers, advocates, and mdividuals. Each has
a few years on me and I have a devil of a time keeping up with either of them. That is what I call developing and maintaining
"active" law practices and community involvement.
It is our honor to recognize each of them and their respective achievements
- The Editor

-

CWford W. Brown entered the practice of law
on Monday, October 1,
1948, in Lubbock, Texas,
in assouation with Burton S Burks, a former
prosecutor and the first
inauctee in the Texas
Cnminal Defense Lawyers
Hall of Fame. Burton
Burks was known for his
vigorous defense of the
accused, displaying the
same zeal which characterized his service as a
rrrosecutor. With this
,

.

As is often the w e , our first employment shapesw
'

legal
career, and CIB wasno different. His early association with
Burton S B a r b guided C l i iinto the criminal defense practice
which he has wnfinued to this day.
Cliff triedhsfmt crimhl case in the fire station at Lorenzo,
Texas, acquitting a citizen accused of speeding, 45 mles per
hour in a pickup. During his 42 years of practice, Cliff has
practiced in corns of every prisdictlon, from Justice and
Municipal Cowts in the smallest communrties to the Supreme
Coua of the Unittid States.
In the early years of Cliffs practice, Lubbock County was
dry, but counted among its citizens a large number of
bootleggers w ~ t hthe entrepreneurial spirit. In those early
days, Cliff was heavily involved in liquor law litigation,
sometimes trying three or as many as four misdemeanor cases
in the same court in a single week. During these early years
he often appeared before Judge James G. Denton, Judge of
the County Court at Law of Lubbock County, Texas, later
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. Cliff also faced some
of the ablest and most persistent prosecuton in these early
days, including Waggoner Carr, Travis Shelton, Bill Gillespie,
George Gilkerson and Alton Griffin At one rime, Cliff and
Alton litigated liquor law and other misdemeanor cases
regularly, and they have probably tried more cases against
one another than any other attorneys m Lubbock County.
Connnued onpage 33

WeldonHolcombbegan
the practice of law as an
Assistant Attorney General of Texas after attendingthe University of Texas
Law School.
Upon leaving the Officeof the Attorney General, Weldon returned to
Tyler, Texas, as an Assistant Cnminal District Attorney. In 1953 Weldon
prosecutedand convicted
Grady Alexander in a high
profile case (burglq of
brivate residence by
shooting into the residence with the Intent to commit the
felony offense of murder). The result was a 5-year conviction
which was appealed to the US. Supreme Court and was
affiumed.
Later Weldon was involved in the prosecution of CarnlloChapa cases ansmg out of George Pam scandals m South
Texas. He also assisted in the successful prosecution of the
NAACP for practinng law in the State of Texas as a Corporation. (Apparently this injunction was the only successful
prosecution of the NAACP.)
Weldon also assisted in the prosecution of several change
of venue cases from Dallas and Van Zandt County areas
involving public officials charged with felony offenses
Also of note, as District Attorney, Weldon was the first
prosecutor in East Texas to utillze black citlzens as members
of a jury and also was the first prosecutor in East Texas to
utilize the services of women jurors on criminal junes.
As District Attorney he vigorously prosecuted blacks m
regard to the killing of blacks, contraty to the then p r e d i n g
usual policy in East Texas Also, the records reflect that
Weldon was the fist Distnct Attorney to successfully prosecute members of the white race for the rape of a black
female.
Weldon was known as aninnovatorand prosecutedthefust
hve television case m the Umted States in 1962 when Bdie Sol
Estq a nationally known figure, was charged with swindling.
After leaving the Office of District Attorney and setting up
Continued an page 34JULY 1992
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Practical Aspects of Representing a
Corporation During the Early Stages
of a Criminal Investigation
by Gary G. Grindler and Daniel P. G n f i n

1.

I. Introduction
Any corporation that has become a
subject or target of a criminal investigation faces potentially severe consequences which include fines, negative
publicity and, in many instances, administrative sanctions. Whenever a
corporation learns of or has reason to
suspect wrongdoing by its officers or
employees, the immediate concern is
whether the suspected acts or omissions of these officers or employees
create a risk of corporate liability. In
many instances, the corporation's suspicions arise before the government
initiates any investigation; such circumstances make it imperative that the
company promptly take steps to marshal the facts in order to determine what
course of action will limit its potential
exposure.
The use of outside counsel to investigate the alleged wrongdoing will enable the company to obtain an unbiased,
critical analysis of what happened, who
was involved, and how and why it
happened. Moreover, given the new
Guidelines for Sentencing of Organizations, a corporation will need: an
analysis as to whether the existing company policies and procedures, if followed properly, should have prevented
the wrongful conducr;advice concerning
what, if any, disciplinary measures are
necessary; and, recommendations as to
whether new policies or procedures are
necessary to prevent similar conduct in
the future. Finally, critical decisions of
what strategy to employ and whether a
disclosures to the government should
be made must be addressed as early as
practically possible because of the potential impact of administrative sanctions
on the future viability of the company.
IL Corporate Criminal Liability
A corporation is criminally liable for
the acts of its employees or agents
committed within the scope of their
JULY 1992

employment and done with the intent
to benefit the corporation. Nau York
Central G Hudson River R.R. Co. u.
Unitedstates,212 U.S. 481, 29 S.Ct.304,
53 L.Ed 613 (1909). For corporate
liability to exist, however, it is not
necessaryto establish thattheemployee
or agent acted for the exclusive benefit
of the company. The employee or
agent need only have intended that his
act would produce some benefit to the
corporation first or some benefit to
himself and the corporation second.
See United States u. Gold, 743 F.2d 800,
823 (11th Cir. 19841,. cert. denied, 469
U.S. 1217 (1985); see also United States
u. Beusch, 596 F.2d 871,877-78(9th Cir.
1979); United States u. Demauro, 581
F.2d 50, 54 (2d Cir. 1978); FSLIC v.
Shearson-American Express, 658
F.Supp. 1331, 1338-39 (D. Puerto Rico
1987).
The government may pursue a "collective knowledge" theory (i.e., the
combined knowledge of several employees, none ofwhom possess enough
knowledge to be found culpable) to
impute the requisite criminal intent or
knowledge to the company. As was
held in United States u. Bank of New
England, N A . , 821 F.2d 844 (1st Cir.),
cert denied, 484 U S 943 (1987):
"Corporations compartmentalize
knowledge, subdividing the elements
of specific duties and operations into
smaller components. The aggregate of
those components constitutes the
Lorporation's knowledge of a particular
operation. It is irrelwant whether employees administering one component
of a n operation know the specz$c activities of employees administering another aspect of the operation:
li&]
corporation cannot plead innocence by asserting that the information
obtained by several employees was not
acquired by any one individual who
then would have comprehended its full

import Rather the corporation is considered to have acquired the collective
knowledge of its employees and is held
responsible for their failure to act accordingly."
Id. at 856 (emphasis added) (quoting
United States u. T1.M.E. - D.C., Inc.,
381 F. Supp. 730,738 (W.D.Va. 1974)).
III. The Initial Retention
Whether hired to perform an investigation prior to any government action
or hired to advise the corporation as to
how to respond to a government inquiry,
counsel's purpose should always be to
provide legal advice with a major focus
on the probability of c~iminalliability
and the alternativeways of dealing with
the problems presented.
A. Define Pumose and Scooe of
Investigation
Counsel first must establish the Durpose and scope of the internal i&stigation which may include:
1. Assessing the criminal exposure of
the corporation and its employees, the
nature of the possible offenses and the
scope of any existing government investigation;
2. Establishing the time period to be
covered by the investigation (relevant
statutes of limitation);l and,
3. Determining whether the internal
investigation should be company-wide
or whether concentration should be on
a specific unit of the corporation.
Sources of information may include:
corporate counsel, reports prepared by
government agencies or regulators, civil
suits filed against company, employee
complaints, documents requested by
subpoena and interviews of &nployees.
If a subuoena has been issued or.the
government has attempted to interview
individuals, potential sources of information will include the investigating
government attorney and agentcs). A
telephone call to these officials should
provide some insight as to the nature of

the government's interest. Specifically
request the status &age& mb@t or
witness1 OF t h corpmtion
~
and irs employees. The importance of the status
h demonstr;rfed in thar, according to
the Depament of Justice Manual at V11,150:
"A 'tarxt7 is a s e w n as to whom the
prosew& or &e grand jury has substantial &dence linkins:h i i e f to the
c o d 9 i o n of -a Qimeand who, in the
judgment of thepmecutor isa putalive
defendant. An officer M employee of
ao v i z a t i o n which i$
iltaxget is not
automatically to be cansidered as a
-evenifsuch
officewr ernployee's
t&mtconhibuted to thetommission
qfsj&&me by the mget organization,
a d d t h em e lack of automatic target

p a l is LO reach a global nrxk~ionof all
3llencdcriminal.civilandadministrative
liabkty. ~ o s s i d pruceedie
mayhdude:
(11 SEC investi@tioilS;
O Inq~iriesby feded agencdes,
such as the D e m e n t of Diefeme,
with which the o s-~ n i a t i o nhas contraCE5;

(3) Investigations by federal rerpllators including, Far example, invest@tiom bv the Wd Fraud Section of the
~epa&ent of Justice or the Criminal
Imrmtigative Division of the Internal
Revenue Swice;
(4) Civil forfeitun:pn)cccdings;
(5) Civil:dons, includingsharrholdrr
derivatve kwuirs;
(6, Qui tmpl cosapIa'mts;
and,
CR mVvesgigationsby a t e , c o w or
rjtragenciesanddepm~.2Counsel
must keep ia mind that tRe allqed
rriminalwrongdoingmay have o c d
in d t i p l e juri~dietions~
thmby giving
rise to risks at different levels.
Certrtin parallel procedmgs may require the coqmrarion fo make si@cant discl~ures.Therefme, it must be
kept in &d that &dosure of infmm a n to individwk or entitiesoutside
of@emrp&onmay waive whatever
privilege the corporation held8 as to
this information, as wtll as lo the underlying documents. Sse, &.E
1% TB
-Ma&?,,
856F.zd61V(4th
Gir. l%B
C c o ~ t i o n ' s&sc1wure to
ggavemrnent waived work product

protection, indicted former employee
entitled t~ ~u:ess2.
C. parareness of the Factor6 Considered Under the New Federal
Ctui&liies for Sentencingof Oreanim-

must keep in mind ceaaih relevant
facars, For mmpIe, the: 'culpability
-re," whi& determinesthe minimurn
andmaxirnumke"mukip1'ters" Q8C2.53
ia based upon the following factom
(1) The organi@on's involvement
in or tolerance of ciiminal activiv,
The organi%tion'aprior trimhd
hismy, including criminal, civil and
admbistmtive adjudjcatiom;
C3) 3)~parateviolationofany
standing
judicial order($;
(4) Obswnion of justite by corporation Cdestru&on of evidence, irnproper witness influeme>
61 The exbkme OF an 'eRecWe
pmgram"' to pment and detect violaNum of the faw, and,
(62 CorpoMe self-reparting, caop
eration and acceptance of responsibiIity.3.
D. Miscellsureous Considdons
(1) What Do Your Peode Need Q
IQQy?
Many c d t p m e investi@tions conmining possible wrongdoing involve
numerouslawyers, expetes andsuppcra

--
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Preservation of Error
(1) Attitude of Defense Counsel:
Professional Integrity or Socially
Acceptable Behavior:
(A) 'Tury does not favor objections"
- negattve effects.
B . . or does jury "expect defense
counsel to represent client zealously"
-fight for defense cause.
(C) Defense counsel must object in
some situations regardless of appear
ance
(1) Search and seizure- confesston
-identification issue
(2) Constitutional question, i.e.,
Batson

(3) Especially harmful evidence hearsay or emneous offense
(Dl "Sllence to cater to the judge who
despises reversals, trouble makers and
Independent minded counsel (whether
court appomted, public defender, rePained) "
(El "Silence to cuny favor with the
prosecutorw~thwhomdeFense counsel
must deal in the future on other cases."
(F) Attihldes of the cnmlnal defense
lawyer: a look into the mirror

(2) Objections: Application

00 Form -Three

tiers: Objection,
Requested Instruction to disregard,
motion for mistrial.
(B) How: Rise andshine-standup,
speak up
(C) Content: S~ecificreasons, i.e.,
(1) Hearsay
(2) Specific objections to specific
evidence (i.e., if objecting to documents, identify portion of documents
which are objectionable). Avoid references such as "this right here".
(3) If voir dire examination, identify juror by name.
(4)State and federal grounds, i.e.,
search and seizure
(D) When: Timely - contemporaneous (immediately -inte ject self into
middle of opening statement, question,
answer, or jury argument.
(El Point: Obtain adverse ruling
(F) The Ultimate: Motion for mistrial
(1) Necessary to preserve error.
(21 Generally the court will not
grant it.

Ill Industrious, hard working

Lazy, inattentive, careless

(2) Creative, imaginative

Thoughtless "form oriented"

(3) Independent thinkers

Clones

(4) Open mtnded, alert architects
and engineers ablero use evidence for
the defense.

Blind obstruction~st,
reactionanes concerned only with State's evidence

(5) Personal commitment to perform best service possible in every case.

Sole motive is to "huncases to dispose
of file and make a buck."

(6) Client is an individual whose
rights are important.

Chent is just another fde, name and
number.

(3) "A motlon for this remedy
should be resewed for instances where
a jury is llkely to have been so shocked
or prejudiced that it is unhkely that it
will be able to retain its im rtiality."
Nonsense.
(G) Record: Make a clear record of
testimony through the court reporter.
(HI Motion to strike-Rule 103(a)(l)
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(1) Immediate instruction, i.e., extraneous offense - Rule 105(a)
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
U) Stop!: Intempt - talk over
prosecution witness - "close the witness down"
(K)Calculated delay: "To which we
object . . ." - gain time to think of
correct reasons why evidence should
not be admitted.
O "Mea culpa": "I apologize your
Honor, but I must object . . . ." Why
apologize for doing your duty? If an
apology is due, should not the real
offender apologize?
(MI Camouflage: IJse trial objection
to disguise ground7 of objections:
(1) Identifies target of objection.
(2) Enumerates all grounds, state
and federal.
(3) Clear, clean, crisp, quick.
C4) Does not educate jury as to
strictly legal mattew.
(5) Most efficient method to preseme error.
(N) Back field in motion: Motion in
Limine is not an objection sufficient to
preserve error.
(1) Bench H e W g to det@Qih&
admissibility.
(2) "Prosecutor:ta~;tmwi~srii)i
advance?' but whar if h e cik!C&f&@
(0) For@uq&
-.;p$?+&@g~~~..
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Significant Recent Decisions and
Emerging (Disturbing?)
Trends Update
by l;rswpence G. Boyd
I. P b Bargalning/Court Appointments/Effective Assistance of
Counsel
The "gang plea" has found explicit
approvalbythe El Paso Court ofAppeals.
Public defenders and "attorneysfor the
@y"appointed to represent entire "jail
&aft$ may take some comfort from
$@ me. Defendant was charged with
mksd-emeflnartheftenhcedto a third-

manslaughter prosecution was not
barred by the DWI plea because the
Statedid not relyon the fact ofappellant's
intoxrcation in order to establish his
guilt of mvoluntruy manslaughter. Instead, the State alleged that appellant
recklessly caused the vlaim's death
while operating a motor vehicle by
failingto maintains single lane of traffic
and drivingat anunsafespeed. Because
the information and indictment rely on
different conduct for the two offenses,
double jeopardy did not bar the prosecution for involuntary manslaughter.
Jlacobs v. State, 825 S.W.2d 749 (Tex.
App. -Dallas 1992, -1.

m,searchand s e h w

A. "Terry Stops"
1. During a "pat down" search for
weapons, the office claimed that he
withdrew a matchbox from appellant's
pocket and opened it to look for a
weapon, to -wit: a razor blade. A
Pross-examine wimesses, ai$
to search is permitted only for weapons
prepaiv for trial. The lawyer*&m&
that could reasonably h a m the officer
the prisoners that if they wertr nor
and it was not reasonable for 2 armed
police officers to fear a razor blade that
@WJ they should pld not 9;rty.
The hqW advised the itmates that might be contained in a matchbox.
they might s a y iq JXI
for b months
Davis u. Sfate, No. 0200-91 (Tex. Crim.
awairing trial but mdieaw ?hat bond
App. Feb. 19,1992) h o t yet reported).
nightbeobtained ~ d o u r r d A p ~ 2. "Pat down" s e m h revealed "semifaund that this procedure was not so
firmn object, about 4 inches in size.
woefully mildequate as to amount t o m
Turned out to be plastic bag of cocaine,
Epfesentation of counsel. Shipley u.
Could not possibly have been weapon.
Stase, No. 08-9040306-CR (Tex. App.
Error not to exclude. Flora u. Siai%, 824
- El Paso, arch 14, 1992) (not yet S.W.2d704CTex.App.-Corpus Christi
repoaed).
1992, -1.
a Double Jeopardy
3, "Pat-downownown
search when officer
A great companion piece to Gmdyv.
noticed "bulge in the area of appellant's
Corbin,110 S.Ct. 2084 (1990) because it
crotch." Officersuspected contraband.
illustrates ptecisely what the Supreme
Officerfelt%omethqghardrnthe crotch
Court w a s m saying in that opinion. Lf
area" and asked appellant to undo his
you were unfortunate enough to have
pants. Found baggies containing meth
rushedout and pled your clientsto their
and marijuana Objective evidence in
tickets in order to bar prosecution of a
record that officer did not believe bulge
DWI, you have been stung by the easyto be a weapon Court said that they
to-m~sundeistand Grady u. Corbin
would not second-guess trial court.
opinion. In this case, the involuntary
Obvious PDR here and probably wrong

m light of Davisa swpra Sfi'Ihplm u.
State, 824 S.W.2d 806 (Tex. App. Austin 1992, -1.
B. Warrantless Arrest for Offense
Committed in View of Arresting Officer
In a one-car accident where arresting
officer did not see appellant drive,
warrantless anest g~vingrise to DWI
pro.secution was justified under 14.01
CCP for public intoxication Secura u.
Stale, No. 05-91-0027PCR ITex. App.
- Dallas, Jan. 30, 1992) (not yet reported).
C. Texas Law Does Not Allow "Opea
Fields" Search
Law enforcement officials are not
exempt or excluded from criminal
trespass statute, PC 30.05. CCP art.
38.23 requires suppression of evidence
obtained in violation of state statute.
Gates to ranch had "no trespassing"
signs. Hobbs v. State, 824 S.W.2d 317
CTex. App. -San Antonio 1992, -1.
D. Stop Not Based on Reasonable
InvalidatesPlain
Suspicion or S~eedine
View. Consent
Appellant driving at unascertained
"high rate of speed then "urmsual
action in slowing down to match speed
of patrol car" no probable cause nor
rwwrl;hly suspicious. Viucros u. Slulc,
Nlr. 1238-YOC1'c.x.(:rim. App. 195)2)(nc~l
yet repomed?.
E. Elieht MqProvide Sufficient Cause
for Temoorarv Detention
Coutt of Criminal Appeals cites Califbmfau. Hodan', 111 S.Ct. 1547 (19912,
where accusedfled when he saw police
car. Police pmued, believing that
fight of accused justified decision to
pursue and detain him. This
"uncomplied with show of authority4'
was not a common-law arrest or a
"seizure" and accused's act af abandoning contrabandwasnot the result of'
any police action. Flight alone may be
sufficient to lusttfy detention of a subject. Jobnso* u. Stat3 No. 164-91 CTex.
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Crim. App. 1992) Cnot yet reported).
F Inaccurate Radio Disoatch Stop
Investigative stop based on radio
dispatch where description of vehicle
andoccupantsdid not exactly match up
was okay where such discrepancies
could reasonably be explained away.
White Olds could be a tanCadillac,after
all. Louisu. State, No. B1491-00329-CR
(Tex. App. -Houston, Feb 13, 1992,
-) Cnot yet reported).
G. Inevitable Discovew Rule Not
Applicable in Texas
"Inemtable dmovery exception" to
"fruit of the poisonous tree" doctrine
provides that evidence which inevitably wouldhave been discovered by the
govt absent Const. violations may be
receivedat Mal in splte of the violations
as long as the outcome of the police
investigation was probably unaffected
by the police illegalrty CCP an. 38.23
contains no such exception and TX.
Crim. App. refuses to create such an
exception. Garcia u. State, No. 0945-90
(Tex. Crim. App., March 25,1992) h o t
yet reported)
H. 38.23 DoesNot Convev Automatic

smx!b

Although Tx. Cnm. App. says that
38.23 "could be read that way," they
would need, Yurther evidence of legislative intent" to create automatic
standing under 38.23 so that you may
L, complain of the seizure of evldence in
molatron of rights of others Fuller y.
State, No. 71, 046 lTex Crim. App.,
March 25, 1992) (not yet reported).
I. Pretext Arrest Doctrine Overturned
The officer's subjechve intent is Irrelevant. Officers noticed appellant's
car in a high-crime area and became
suspicious. Stopped appellant for
running a stop sign. "As long as an
actualviolationoccurs,law enforcement
officers are free to enforce the laws and
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detain a person for that violation regardless of whatever the usual practices
or standards of the local law enforcement
agency areand regardless of the officer's
subjective reasons for that intrusion."
Officer's subjective intent is relevant
only to a credibility determination of his
stated reasons for stopping M arresting
an mdividual. G a s h u. Stute, No 92990 (Tex. Crim. App. 1992) (not yet
reported).
J. "Silver Platter Doctrine"
Federal agents legally obtained eviviolation of state Iaw. Evidence admissible because federal agents did not
act with state officers or under "color of
state law." Would not extend to recent
usage of "joint task force" operarions
between feds and state. Stute U . Turn,
823 S.W.Zd 744 (%x. App. - Dallas
1992, -1.
N.Indictments and Informations
A. Sufficiencv of Indictment
Following Studer, 799 S.W.2d 263
Vex. Cnm. App. 19901, apparently
anything will suffice as an mdictment.
In thrs case, a robbery indictment supported a convichon for aggmvated
robbery. Whatley tl. Stute, 822 S.W.2d
792 @ex App. - Corpus Chrish 1992,
-J.

B. ,Amendmen@to Charvine InstrumentS
1. Statemav nwer amend on date of

trial: CCP art. 28.10 does not allow State
-

to amend indictment on day trial 1s to
commence Failure to allow appellant
additional10 days preparation time not
subject to harmanalysis Sodqou. State,
815 S.W.2d 551 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).
2. Indictment not Amended Until
Chamrng I n s w e n t Changed: Granting State's Motion for Leave to Amend
or signing of an order "amending indimen? is not enough. Indictment
must actually be physically altered,
interlineated, typed over or liquid papered over. Ward u. State, No. 207-91
Vex. Crim. App., March 18,1992. ( n ~ t

yet reported).
3. Defendant Entitled to 10 days
From Date of Interlineation Following
Amendment of Indictment: 10 days in
preparation time runs from date of
physical alterafion of the indictment
Rent u. Smte, No. 1090-89 Vex. Crim.
App.,March 18,19921(notyetrepoaed)
4. Sufficiencv of Evidence When
Indictment Improperly Amended: Atthough State's motion to amend the
indictment was granted, the indictment
was never physically altered to reflect
the proposed amendment. The application paragraph of the court's charge,
however, set forth the allegationsin the
State's motion to amend rather than the
allegationsin the indictment. Appellant
contended that the evidence was insmcient because of fatal variance between indictment and State's evidence
at ,trial ' Tex. Crim.App remanded for
consideration by Court of Appeals in
lrght of Ward, supra. match for this
one!] McHenry u. State, No. 0033-92
(Tex. Crim. App., April 1,1992) (not yet
reported).
5. Amendment of Information will
Create Vanation with Comdaint, Reaulrine Reversal: A variance in a material allegation in the complaint and
information is fatal to a judgment of
conviction. Here, an amendmentofthe
rnformat~oncreated a fatal variance
w ~ the
h complaint because of the difference m the victim's name as alleged
in the complaint wlth that alleged in
information. [Comment: Case seems to
conflict with prior opinion by same
court m Dixon u. St@$e,737 S.W.2d 134,
135 (Tex App.-Fort Worth 1987, pet.
ref.lMooreu.S m , No, 2-9O-Q58CR(Tar.
App. - Fort Worth, Jan. 8, 19921 (not
yet reported). (State's PDR here?).
6. Changing the Defendant'sNameis
Governed bv CCP Art. 26.08. not an
Amendment Under CCP ait.28.10: This
would not trigger Sod*,
st@@
w
extra 10 days preparation WB. &&Y
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Evaluating Vehicle
Inventorv Searches
by Kenneth Mark Deubner
Introduction
The search of a vehlcle, abandoned
to or selzed by the police, is an a*lstrative function. Because the police
were forced to act as caretakers of
private property, they are allowed to
search thevehicle to inventory all property left in it. The inventory search is
allowed under the general rubric of
protection. The police are expected to
protect the car owner's property The
police are pennttted to protect themselves from false claims of theft. And
the police are permitted to protect
themselves and others from dangerous
instrumentaliues potentially stored in
the vehlcle There must be no investigative motive impelling the search.
Gerald S. Reamey, Michael H. Bassett &,
John A. Molchan, Theprrmissiblescope
of Texas automobde inuentoy searches
In the aftermath ofColorado v. Bertmne:
a t a l m a n is created, 18 Tex. Tech L
Rev. 1165. Gerald S. Reamey, Ret~aluahngthe Vehicle Inmtory, 19
Crim. Law Bull. 325.
-ry
As early a s 1925 the Umted States
Supreme Court recognized the "automobile exception" to the warrant requirement Camllu Unitedstates, 267
U.S. 132, 45 S Ct. 280, 69 L.Ed. 543
(1925) Fifty years later the Supreme
Court approved a n automobile inventory search, conducted pursuant to
standard police procedures as an adminlstrativesearch alternatrverequiring
ne~therprobable cause nor a warmt.
SouthDakotau @penan, 428U S. 364,
96 S.Ct. 3092,49L.Ed 2nd 1000 (1976)
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
adopted the O p p m a n reasonrng in
1976 Robertson v. StaB, 541 S.W.2d 608,
610-11 (Tex Crlm. App 19761, cert
den'd., 429 US. 1109 (1977).

the locked trunk of the automobile
constituted an unlawful intrusion." Id.
Police intrusion into locked trunks and
locked glove compartments pursuant
to a vehicle inventory condoned when
police obtain key from prisoner. KeIJq
v. State, 677 S.W.2d34 (Tex. Crim. App.
1984); Stepha v. State, 6771 S.W.2d 42
(Tex. Crirn. App. 1984); GuiNetru.State,
677 S.W.2d 46 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984).
Police may lawfully inventory the contents of containers found in vehicles
found in police custody. Colorado v.
B e h e , 479 US. 367, 107 S.Ct. 738,93
L.Ed.2d 739 (1987).
Burden of Proof
The burden of proof is on the State to
show a lawful inventory search. Ward
v.State, 659 S.W.2d 643,646 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1983).
Federal ConstitutionalTest
Evaluate the lawfulness of the impoundment. The particular search
procedure must still be reasonable. See
Bertine, 479 US. 367-68, 107 S.Ct. at
742, 93 L.Ed.2nd at 746-47. "The reasonableness of any particular governmental activity does not necessarily or
invariably turn on the existence of alternative 'less intiusive'means." Bertiue
US.479 at 366 quoting ufayette462 US.
at 647.

available to take the property (and is
not under arrest) then it would be a
violation of the fourth amendment for
the police to ignore that option and still
impound the vehicle. It is arguable that
if the police did not release the vehicle
to the owner then the police were
acting in bad faith. SeeBertine479US.
at 366.
2. Did the police follow their own
guidelines in the impoundment and
inventory search of the vehicle? See Id.
Subpoena the police procedures of
the officers, if the department has them
in written form.
3. Did the officers have an investigatory motive?
Note- Try to develop the testimony
at the motion to suppress hearing to
show that the officers had an investigatory motive and were not actually
impounding the car as part of their

hEs

1. Was the owner of the vehicle on
site to take possession of it?
The premise of inventory searches is
that the police are required to be caretakers of the property. If the owner is

scope
The police may not search the locked
trunk of an automobde if they do not
possessthe key Gillu State, 625 S.W.2d
307, 320 (Tex Crim. App. 1980) (on
motion for rehearing) "Under both of
our Constitutions, the forced entry into
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cawtakingfunction. SeeBemmne479
U.S.
at 366.
State ConstitutionalTest
1. Was the owner of the vehicle on
site to take possession of it?
2. Did the police follow their own
guidelines in the impoundment and
inventory search of the vehicle?
3. Did the officers have an investigatory motive?
There must be a reasonable wnnection between the arrest and the vehicle
before the vehicle may be impounded.
Bmauides, 600 S.W.2d at 812.
Note - Reasonable cause for impoundment may arise under the following circumstances:
(a) An unattended vehicle is illegally
parked or otherwise an impediment to
traffic, Oppwman428 US. 364,96 S.Ct.
3092,3100; Benauides600 S.W.2d809,
811 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980);
(b) The vehicle has been used in the
commission of another crime. Gauldin
u. State, 683 S.W.2d411,415(Tex. Crim.
App. 1984);
(c) The driver is unable to remove a
vehicle because he is injured or physically or mentally incapacitated,
Boughton v. State, 643 S.W.2d 147, 149
(Tex. App. -Ft. Worth, no pet.1 or
(dl The driver is removed from his
automobile, placed under custodial arrest, and his propetty cannot be protected by any other means than impoundment. DanieIsv.State, 600 S.W.2d
813, 815 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980); 6uer-s
v. State, 576 S.W.2d 46, 50 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1978).
The major distinction between the
State test of reasonableness and the
Federal test of reasonableness is that
the State courts have not adoptedtheno
"less intrusive" means necessary befoie
the impoundment. A vehicle may not
be impounded when other alternatives
are available other than impoundment
to insure the protection of the vehicle.
Benauides, 600 S.W.2d at 811. The
distinction between the State and Federal issues regarding reasonableness is
that the Federal courts do not require
the police to look at other reasonable
alternatives. The Benautdescase says if
no other alternatives Lemph.1 are
available to insure the protection.of the
propetty, then the impoundment is
lawful. Consequently,what we want to
argue to the court is that there were
other altematives available to impoundment. These are the factors to
consider:
JULY 1992

(1) Whether someone was available
at the scene of the arrest to whom
p o k e could have given possession of
thevehicle, Delgado, 718 S.W 2d at 721;
Daniels, 600 S W.2d at 815;
(2) Whether the vehiclewas impeding
the flow of traffic or was a danger to
public safety, Bendddes, 600 S.W.2d at
812; Smith u. State, 759 S.W.2d163, 167
Vex. App.-Houston D4th Dist I 1988,
pet. rePd.1;
(3) Whether the vehicle was locked,
Benauides, 600 SS.W.2dat 812;
(4) Whether the detention of the
arrestee would likely be of such duration as to require the police to take
protectwe measures, Fenton u State,
785 S.W.2d 433, 445 (Tex. App. Austin, no pet.);
(5) Whether the vehicle was used in
the commission of another crime.
Gauldi? 683 S.W.2d at 415.
Be sure, again, to detemune whether
the impoundment and Inventory search
was conducted pursuant to standard
police procedure. Ifnot, that leaves too
much discretion m the hands of the
p o k e and you can argue that it is
unreasonable under the federal and
state constitutions. Even if the search
and impoundment were pursuant to
the standard police procedure, if that
police procedure is violative of the case
law, you can argue that it is still an
unreasonable search. Constitutional
protections cannot be abrogated by
police procedures. Benaurdes, 600
S.W.2d at 812; See Gork u. State, 824
S.W.2d785 (Tex App. - Dallas 1992,
no pet. his )
Appeal
If you have lost at the motion to
suppress hearing and you have presewed your right to appeal the trial
court's denial ofyour motion to suppress,
m appeal you want to argue the Fedxal and State Constitutions issues
separately. See Heitman u State, 815
i.W.2d681CTex.Crim. App.1991). The
Dallas court came out with the first case
hathamaware of afterHeitmaninwhich
~twas determined that an inventory
search violaced article 1 g 9 ofthe Texas
:on$tution. Gords, 824 S.W.2d 785
Tex. App. -Dallas 1992, no bet. hts.).
was appellate counsel on this case and
trgued to the Dallas court that the
,earth of Gords vehicle violated the
ourth amendment and article 1 5 9
lowever, I pointed out to the court that
hnce Hatman, the Court of Criminal
kppeals has told the appellate courts it

is not appropriate to construe article 1
§ 9 not in absolute harmony with the
fourth amendment. The problem was
that the Court of Cnminal Appeals did
not tell the Courts of Appeals what
greater protections article 1 g 9 affords
I resolved that problem for the Dallas
court by suggesting that one thing that
we can be sure of is that after Herman
the Court of Criminal Appeals IS not
goingto adopt the Bertineholdmg. That
was the holding where the Supreme
Court determined that the police did
not have to seek less mntruswe means
before impoundmg a veh~cleand
searching it. Consequently, the Dallas
court ruled that Berhne is only pemssive authority and that article 1 g 9
protected an arrestee's vehicle from
impoundment ifthere was a reasonable
alternative to impoundment.
Good luck on your inventory search
cases and please feel free to contact me
For any help that I may be able to
provide.

.
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Continuedfrompage 5

iefense lawyer and a few courageous
laypersons (Cat Bennett was one) are
111that stands between this nation bezoning a police state, a direction in
which it is already headed.
The cnminal defense bar must conh u e its fight until the general public
3erceives the overreaching by the
Sovernment and the states against the
oundations of freedom. One hopes
when enforcement Lxwmes so o p
xessive that enough law-ab~dingcltisens,as many already are, are ensnared
dong with the criminals, the public will
)ay,"Enough!"
Maybe the system in Texas and the
,estof the nation is broken as Ms. Rosen
epons, but the solutlon m not m runling from the problem; it is with wisiom and tough-mdedness to solve
xoblems of the criminal justice system,
he courts, and the rest of it.
Ms. Rosen seems most concerned
vith the question of freeing violent
)ffenders"without regard for the safeq
)f the public." Certainly that is a
oncern of all of us, including criminal
lefense lawyers. But there are other
Continued onpage 21
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Search and Seizure
Under State and Federal Law
Part 4
byJudgeJade Marie Meeker
N. Search warrants.
A. Basic Warrant Requirements.
A search warrant is defined in Art.
18.01 (a), V.A.C.C.P., as:
[A] written order, issued by a magistrate and directed to a peace officer,
commanding him to search for any
property or h g and to seize the same
and bring it before such magistrate or
commanding him to search for and
photographa child and to deliver to the
magistrate any of the film exposed
pursuant to that order.
The purpose of the warrant is twofold: to ensure that there is adequate
probable muse to search andto prevent
the mistaken execution of the warrant
against aninnocent third party. MwaIes
u. State, 640 S.W.2d 273 (Tex.Cr.App.
1982).
1. Magic words.
Article 18.04 V.A C.C.P., requires that
1
.
, the w m n t m in the name of "The
State of Texas." In Vega v Stdte, ,680
S.W.2d 515 (Tex.App.-Houston [lstl
1984, pet. d d ) , the cout held that the
defendant waived error when he failed
to ohfectat trial to omission of the word
'The" in the style of the warrant. Thus,
defects in the style do not constitute
fundamental errors.
2. Adequate description of the item
to be seized.
Both the state and federal constitutions pmhbit general warrants that fail
to adequately descnbe the property to
be seized. Walthallu.State, 594S.W.2d
74 (Tex.Cr App. 19801,and Andresmv.
~a7y[an$,427 us. 46596 s.ct 2737,
49 L.Ed.2d 627 U976). Thus, the warrant must identify as near as may be that
which is to be seized. This requtrement
prevents seizure of one item under a
warrant describing another item. With
regardtotheitemstaken,nothing should
be left to the officer's discretion.
Gonzales u. Stdte, 577 S.W.2d 226
CTex.Cr.App. 1979).
Warrants for seizure of books on the
basis of objections to the ideas they
14

contain must describe the items to be
seized with "scrupulous exactitude."
GonzaIesand Stanfordu Tam, 379 US.
476 (1965).
A specific description is generally
unnecessarywhenofficers want to seize
property of a specific character wh~ch,
by reason of its character, is illegal.
Gonr&, The Court approved of use
of the term "drugs and dangerous drugs
unlawfully possessed " Also, use of the
generic description "intoxicating bev
erages" is usually sufficiently patticular
for a warrant for alcoholic beverages.
Gonzales, 577 S.W.2d at 229. Iast, the
term "narcotics paraphernalia" has also
been upheld. Gonz&, 577 S.W.2d at
229, and cases cited therein.
3. Adequate description of the place
to be searched
The warrant must also describe the
person, place or thing to be searched.
In orderto be sufficient, the description
of the location of the search must reasonably apprise the police of where
they are to conduct the search, Momles
u. Statete640 S.W.2d 273 (Tex.Cr.App.
1982) and Palmer u State, 614 S.W.2d
831 (Tex.Cr.App. 19811, and to distinguish the place from other places in the
community. Etcbreson u. State, 574
S.W.2d 753 CTex.Cr.App. 19781, cert.
denied 99 S.Ct. 1282.
Moreover, there must be probable
cause to support the belief that the
itemssoughtwillbefoundinthelocation
to be searched. In State u. Barnett, 788
S.W.2d 572 CTex.Cr.App. 19901, the
search warrant authorized search of
vahlcles found on the premises. While
officers executed the search warrant,
the defendant droveup to the premises.
Officers ordered him out of his car and
searched it. The Court of Criminal
Appeals held that the affidavit did not
allege facts to suppoft probable cause
to search the defendant's a,
so the
search was invalid. The car could not
be searched simply because the defendant droveit onto the premises. See

S.W.2d also Lindley u. State,
(TexApp.-Tyler, No. 12-88-63-CR,
delivered August 31, 1990XAffidavit
referred to "all vehicles" known by
affiant to be "under care and control" of
the defendant and her husband. The
C O Uheld
~ the search was illegal under
Art 18.04, V.A.C.C.P.).
In Worthq v. State, 805 S.W.2d 435
CTex.Cr.App. 19911, the Court. noted
that a searchwarrant d not authorize
search of a person who arrives on the
scene of the search unless the person is
named or described in the warrant, is
somehow connected to the premises
under the warrant, or unless independent facts justify the search on some
other legal basis,such as a Tenysearch.
4. Discrepancies in descriptions.
Minor discrepancies in the warrant
will not vitiate the warrant if the other
information is sufRcient. Ekbleson u,
State, 574 S.W.2d 753 (Tex.Cr.App.
19781, cert denfed 99 S.Ct. 1282. See
also 01- u. State, 631 S.W.2d 553
CTex.Cr.App. 1982).
If there is a discrepancy between the
facts tn the warrant and the facts in the
affidavit, the affidavit controls. Madrid
u. State, 595 S.W.2d 106 ITex.Cr.App.
1979), cert. denied 101 S.Ct. 13%and
Doescha u. State, 578 S.W.2d 385
CTex.Cr.App. 1978). This rule was di5cussed in G r m u. State, 799S.W.2d756
CTex Cr.App. 1990). The Court noted
that the affidavit,which is morespecific
and meticulous in reciting the affiant's
information, is intended to inform and
persuade, andthewarrantsimplyrecites
the findingof probable muse. In Green,
the Court also noted that this rule did
not apply to all "technical defects." In
some cases, the Stare needs to present
testimony to corroborate a claim of
typographical mor.
In State u. SaldSar, 798 S.W.2d 872
CTexApp.-Austm 1990, rePd with an
unpublisheddisclaimer,April 24,1991),
the Court of Appeals considered a
situation in which the affidavit estab-
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lished probable cause to search a residential structure but stated that the area
to be searched was "all other out
buildmgs, structuresandvehicleslocated
on rhis property " The affidavit did not
have language indicating that the residence should be searched. The warrant
stated only that the officers were supposed to enter the "suspected place"
and didnot refer to the residence or out
buildings. The trial court ordered the
evidence suppressed because the warrant, construed in light of the affidawt,
authorized officers to search only the
out buildings, structures and vehicles.
The Court of Appeals noted that the
w a m t and affidavit should be considered together, but the description in
the aff~davitcontrols The court held
that the plain and reasonablereading of
the affidavit indicated that officers were
to search the residence, and overruled
the suppression order. The Court of
CriminalAppeals issuedanunpublished
standard disclaimeropinion,so the Court
of Appeals' opinion stands as petition
refused, but the reasoning applied by
the Court of Appeals appears correct.
5. Command to a peace officer.
As long as the person to whom the
warrant is addressed is a peace officer
with jurisdiction in the area where the
property is located, this requirement is
satisfied. Fort v State, 615 S.W 2d 738
(Tex.Cr.App.1981) and Barnes u. State,
504 S.W.2d 450 (Tex.Cr.App. 1974).
In Vance v. State, 759 SW.2d 498
CTex.App.San Antonio 1988, pet.
refd), officers used a Bexar County
form for a Guadalupe County search
warrant. The officer preparing the
warrant struck through the references
to Bern CountyandwroteinGuadalupe
County, but neglected to do so at the
top of the warrant, on the line that
stated "To the sheriff or any peace
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officer of Bexar County." The appellate
court held that considermg the entire
warrant and affidavit, the failure to
substitute Guadalupe County for Bexar
County m the order language was not
harmful error.
6. The warrant is issued by a magistrate.
Article 18.01, V.A.C.C.P., states that
the wammt is issued by a magistrate
See Art. 2.09, V.A.C.C.P. Who are
Magistrates). Only judges of municipal
courts of record licensed as attorneys,
statutory county or district judges, or
judges from the Court of Criminal Appeals or Supreme Court may issue
evidentiary warrants under Art. 18.02,
subsections (10) or U2), V.A.C.C.P.
The statutes do not specifically authorize or prevent a judge or magistrate
in one county from issuing a search
warrant for search of property located
inanother county. Cf mde 18.20,Sec.
3@), VA.C.C.P. (wiretaps and interceptions) [Note that the legislamre in
Sec. 3(c), Art. 18.20, acknowledgedthe
potential for forum shopping.] Given
provisionpreventinga judge
the specific
or magmrate from authorizing an interception in another judicial district, it
could be argued that the legislature did
not intend a smilar restriction with
regard to other search warrants.
A defense argument may be made
that only a magistrate or judge in the
county or district of the place to be
searched may =sue a search warrant.
Article 15.06, V.A.C C.P., states that an
arrest warrant extends to all pans ofthe
state This mplies that a judge or
magistrate in one county may issue an
arrest warrantfor anoffenderin another

county. This provision was likely included so that an offender could be
arrested in whatever county he or she
was found, since it is so easy for people
to move in or out of a county.
When a search warrant is issued,
however, there is no genera1 danger
that the place to be sxarched will be
moved to adifferent county. Moreover,
there is no specific provision in the
statutes governing search warrants
which states that a search warrant extends to any other county. Thus, defendants may argue that given the basis
for and wording of Art. 15 06, and the
lack of asimdarstatutegovemingsearch
warrants, only a judge or magistrate in
the county or disuia of the place to be
searched may issue the search warrant.
7. The wammt should be dated and
signed.
The warrant should be dated and
slgned by the magistrate. In Mzller v
State, 703 S.W.2d 352 (Tex.App.Corpus Chnsti 1985, pet. ref'd), the
court invalidated a warrant where the
warrant was printed an the back of a
signed affidavit but was not signed
itself. All ev~denceobtained under the
warrant was therefore rendered inadmissible. The Milbcourtalso held that
the good faith exception under Untted
Stmesv.Leon, 104 S.Ct. 3405 (19841, did
not apply becausethe unsignedwarrant
was not facially valid.
In Momles v Stute, 745- S.W.2d 481
(Tex.App.-Corpus Christi 1988, no
pet.), the court held that the authority of
a judge to issue a warrant under the
signature block of "magistrate," rather
Continued on page 36
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Practical Use of the Pathologist
as an Expert Witness
Part 2
by Charles S. Petty, M.D., R. Jack Ayres, Jr., and Diane F. Walker

IV. DevelopingAdditiodMQnce

from the Pathologist
As a secondary feature of the use of
the pathologist as an expertwitness, the
attorney has access to imporrant evidence that might not otherwise be
available from any other witness. Because the pathologist focuses his inquiry on the evldentiary factors leato mjury or death, he can provide the
attorney with unique documents or
insights that can be of great use and
interest to the jury. An attorney planning to use a pathologist as an expert
witnessshould investigatefully all types
of evidentiatydata the witness might be
able to produce or compile that would
be useful at trial.

A. The Autopsy Report
The basic evaluation tool of aforensic
pathologtst is the repon of the autopsy
or post-mortem examination. The forensic pathologist,concemedwithboth
the cause of death and ns manner of
occurrence, uses the autopsy report to
measure and record the physical data
relative to death. The autopsy represents a complete examination of the
clecc.:iscJ with p~rticularattentiongiven
r o dmtifying marks and irljurit:~found
on the body.
1. In General
An autopsyrepon will typically consist
of three (3) parts, mcludimg a descriptlon of the circumstances of the
decedent's death and the physical sur-

roundmgs at the time of death. Following these initial remarks will be the

main portion of the autopsy which will
record the actual physical findings of
the pathologist and will document the
nature and extent of any injuries. The
third feature of the autopsy report is a
conclusion as to the manner of death
and the specfic causes of death For a
&cussion of the preparation and uses
of the autopsy report, See Bucklin,
"Forensic Pathology for Attorneys," 12
Cai.W.L.Rev. 197 (Wmter, 1976); See,
also, Forensic Pathology in Scientific
Ewdence tn Criminal Cdses (3rd Ed.),
edited by Moenssens, Inhau and Starrs
(1986). For a sample of an autopsy
report illustrating the range of potential
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~ame:

~ g e : 20

Race:

white

m t e of Death:
Time of Death:

11-16-87
a.m.

Date of Examination:
Time of Examination:

Pronounced at:

200 block Camden street
Grand Prairie. Dallas County, Texas

sex:

nale

arteries. =he myooardlum is of a rich red-brom m i o r and
firm in consistency throughout.
The left ventricular
There ara no
myocardium laearvres 0.6 om in thickness.
valvular abnormalities.

11-15-86

10:20 a.m.

AORTA:
The aorta is unremarkable vith the exception of a
slight degree of fatty strsaling.
GASTROINTESTINAL TBACT: The saaphagus is unremarkable.
he
stomach is unremarkable, insofar as its vall is concerned.
It contains approximately 25 cc oi thick, green fluid present
in the stomach. Tho remainder of the gastrointestinal tract
is without particular note.

AUTOPSY REPORT:
0-

"EIGHTS:

Brain

1420 g

meart

430 9

R. Lung

530 9

L. Lung

480 9

Liver

1950 q

Spleen

320 g

R. Kidney 180 g
L. Kidney 180 g

EITEBML E ~ I X X T T O B :
The body is that of a normally developed,
slightly obese white man appearing approximately the stated age of 20 years, measuring
71 inches (180.3 cm) in length and weighing
222 pounds (100.7 kg).
The irides are blue.
The s c a b hair is blonde and 2 t o 2-112 inches
in length. The teeth in ths upper hnd lover
jaws are natural and unremarbble. an irreqularly s h a ~ e dscar nsasurina 2 x 1 inches in
ireateit ahension is presenf an M B anterior
aspect of the laft leg at approximately the
junction of the middle and inferior thirds.

PANCREAS: The pancreas is narmal in size, shape, location and
on a t section.
LIVER: The capsule is normally thin, amooth and glistening.
The organ is of normal size and shape.
on cut section a
normal lobular architecture obtains. =he organ is much firmer
than anticipated.
m e r e are no focal abnormalities. Ths
bilialy outflow system is unremarkable.

SPLEEN:
The spleen is much larger than anticipated.
Externally it is unremarkable with the exception of its sire.
on cut section there is an exaggeration of the trabecular
architecture and the organ is unusually firm.

Three electr~~ardiagrampads are present on
the posterior aspsct of the trunk: two overly
the small of the back bilaterally and one is
to the left of the midline at approximately
the level of T9.

aORENALS:
The adrenals are narmal in size, shape and
location. 0" cut section. normally yellow cortex is noted.
The medulla is unremarkable.

when first viewed the hody is clad in a green
jacket which is torn in back: a blue slip-over, short-sleeved
shirt: gray cord trousers; vhite jockey shorts; socks which
are vhite vith blue trim; and athletic shoes which are vhite.
No jewelry accompanies the body.
Marks of injury on the external aspect of the body are limited
to these:

\.

KIDUEYS: The kidneys are equal in sire. The saphuler strip
without difficulty revealing completely smooth external
sul'fa~e~. on cut surface the organs are entirely
unremarkable.
The remainder of the autopsy is without particular note.
ITNDIUOB:

1.

A

"flapped" laceration is present in the right
temporoparietal area. This is in the transverss plane
of the head and is amroximarelv 3 inches in l e m t h and
arranged SO that the--undermininiis superior. &re
is
some blood exuding f r m the laceration as it is examined.

1.

Positional asphyxia.
a.
Hirtorv of bod" rronition in crashed automobile.
head
-on c h e k on b&t seat floor.
h.
Petachial hemarmagas of conjunctivae and medial
aspects at upper eyelid.

2.

A series of three purple abrasions ie noted overlying the
medial aspect o t the right inguinal ligament. Each of
these abrasions measurer approximately If4 x 1/2 inches
in greatest dimensions.

2.

Craniocerebral injury.
a.
A laceration of scalp.
Contusion of brain.
b.

3.

3.

A Emall abrasion in present on the lateral and inferior
aspect of the left knee.

Abrasions and
extremity.

I.

Cardiomegaly.

1.

A faint contusion, irregular in shape, is present on the
antemmedial aspect of the nidparfion of the left leg.

of

pelvis

and

left

lower

CONCLUSION:
It is our opinion that
a 20-year-old uhits man,
died as a result of positional asphyxia. 8y history, this
individual was the driver of an automobile which left the
roadway and impacted a concrete vall. The subject sustained
a head injury and was precipitated into a po.ition
"here it
war; impossible for him to breath.

In addition to the foregoing, petechial hemorrhages are noted
in the conjunctivae of both eyes and some petechial
hemorrhages are noted in the superior eyelids in tha inner
canthal areas.
IUTEPNAL Z X U I M T I O U :

HEAD: The laceration of the scalp has previously been noted.
The underlying calvarium in intact; the dura in intact. The
cerebrospinal ie claar. The b r i m is not rvollan and there
is no flattening of the gyri or narrowing of the sulci. There
is, however, a small contusion on the inferior aspect of the
left frontal lobe measuring not more than 112 inch in greatest
dimanrion. This is a series of small flme-like cantusions
lnvolvlnq the cortex, but nor the uhrre m a t t e r .
m e r e rs no
evidence of ep~dural..su~dural,or subarachnoid hemorrhaqe.
There are no fractures of rhe skull. The o i t u l t a r v- .lano
. 1s
normally situated and unremarkable.

sontusions

Toxicologic axanination of the blood and other body fluids
revealed the presence of ethyl alcohol.
This may have
cmtributed to the crash.
I(BNIIBR

OF OB1ITH:

Iccidsnt.
Charles S. Petty, M.D.
Chief Medical Examiner
Patrick E. Beeant-Matthews, M.D.
Deputy Chief Medical Examiner

THORAX: The thorax is symmetrical. The bony thoracic cage
is intact. m a pleural cavities are dry. The lungs occupy
8 0 percent of the available pleural volume bilaterally. The
mediastinal structures are in the midline and entirely
unremarkable in sit".

M. C . F. Gilliland, M.D.
Medical Examiner
James Weinar, 1.0.
Medical Examiner

ABWMINAL UVITY: The organs occupy their usual locations and
bear the usual relations to one another.
m s paritmeal
surfaces are -00th and glistening throughout. mere is no
free fluid or blood present within the abd:ninal
cavity.

- 0.168 Eth.n-1.
- 0.17% Ethanol.

V l t r e ~ s : AlUlh-1

Urine:

~.

man removal
the heart is seen t o be l a w e r than
expected.
It is a balancsd coronary type.
The =oronary
arteries are
without
abnormality and there is no
atherorclerotio plaquing involving the major coronary

X E ~ T :
~

Alcohol

~ i l w Alcohol
mot-1

-

0.128 Xthan01.

t y p d by Cynthia J. mbinson.
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findings, See, Figure "A,"
Some autopsy reports include a diagram of the location of wounds and are
thus helpful to jurors in understanding
the kinds and characters of wounds
inflicted. For a thorough discussion of
the use of autopsy reports at trial, See,
Sullivan, "When Death is the Issue:
Uses of Pathological Testimony and
Autopsy Reports atTria1,"19 Williamette
Law Rev. 579 (1984). For a sample of
the types of diagrams that can be included with an autopsy report, See,
Figure "B."
The method and manner of completingthe autopsy report is an important
part of the pathologist's training. Special examination and dissection techniques are used for all portions of the
body structure, and special procedures
areused to determine the correctmanner
of collecting specimens and preserving
such things as hair or blood samples.
For a discussion of the procedures used
to conduct a full autopsy, See Lukash,
"Forensic Autopsy Procedure," in A
Handbook for Pathologists (19771; Forensic Pathology A Handbook for a
Pathologist, edited by Fisher and Petty
(1977).
2. Cause of Deathv. Manner of Death
As the attached autopsy report indicates (Figure " A ) , the pathologist (who
in this instance was the medical examiner) has two conclusions about death
that are relevant to the attorney. The
first is described as "cause of death and
the second is "manner of death." By the
term "cause of death," the pathologist
simply identifies the medical
conditionCs) that caused or combined
to cause the deceased's death at a
specific time. The autopsy report on a
person suffering from terminal cancer
who is shot in the head will show
"gunshot wound to the head" as the
cause of death as opposed to terminal
cancer. Sometimes death may result
from the combination of more than one
medical condition.
The phrase "manner of death" means
that in the medical examiner's opinion,
based upon all information available to
him and on his own examination and
investigation of the case, he has concludedthat the deceased died as a result
of natural causes, suicide, homicide or
accidenl. A fifth manner of death
sometimes encountered is "undetermined." This term applies when the

Figure B
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the pathologist, these terms describing
themanner of death have a medical, not
a legal, meaning. For example, in the
tern "homicide," the pathologkt may
include both justifible and criminal
homicide In addition, many circumstances that attorneys would view as
"accidental" are not so interpreted by
the pathologist. For example, if a
firearm held by another person is acudentally discharged with the bullet
striking the subject and killing hrm,the
med~calexaminer will categorize the
manner of death as homicidal notwithstanding that the discharge was accidental, not intentional,
3. Attematives to an Autopsy Examination
Theremay be reasons why acomplete
autopsy examination is neither warranted nor desirable. Family members
of the deceased might object or believe
the autopsy procedure is too invasive.
In such cases, alternatives to a complete
autopsy e x a m i n e n can be used to
enable pathologists to reach conclusions about the death of an indiwdual
withoutcarryingoutanautopsy.Among
the available alternatives are exarmnations using x-ray, CAT scans and toxicologic exams While the ultinqte goal of
determiningthe cause and time of death
is the same, these alternatives are nonmvasive and may be more closely in
line with the wishes of the deceased's
family members. For a discussion of the
importance of these alternative forms of
autopsy analysis, See, Petty, "The
Medicolegal March," Forennc Science
Gmette (February, 1984).
B. Demonstrative Evidence for Pathologists
One of the emerging techniques in
forensic pathology is rhe use of demonstrative evidence to explain or interpret the pathologist's medicalfmdrngs.
In a conventional trial, typically these
a d s or demonstmtive evidence may be
admitted into evidence and thus taken
with the jury or the judge whde the case
is deliberated. The value of such emdence to the trial practitioner cannot be
overstated. The following have proved
valuable
1. The Autop$y Protocol Diagram
As previously noted, in virtually every complete autopsy in which there is
evidence on the body's surface that is
signicant to the pathologist, a diagram
of the body will be complered such as
that contained in Figure "B." The autopsy diagram itself can be of great
JULY 1992

Figure C
,Part 1

impoaance when the location of given
wound is dsputed. Taken in connectionwith other demonstrativeevidence,
including forensic photography, the
autopsy dlagram can prove valuable as
a visual interpretation of what the pathologst saw on the body as well as
what was verbally desuibed in the
autopsy report.
2 Medid Illustrations
anartist with
The medicalillustrator~s
specialized training m the depiction
and reproducuon of diseases or characteristics of the human body. Not
infrequently, medical ~llustratanare
affiliated with medical schools, teaching hospitals, w with the medical examiner or comnels office. A medical
flustrator can be an invaluable source
of assistance to the attorney and pathologist in graphically demonstrating
the mechanism or consequences of a
gwen disease process or injury. Illusmtive is Figure "C"which depias in part
1 a standard anatomical drawing of
bullet wounds in the body of a woman
as found at autopsy. Based upon the
pathologist's interpretation of the
wounds by an emmination not only of
the body but also the clothing, the
medical illustrator was able plodure
p m 2 of Figure "C."
indicatesessenriallyathmeclim~~BtI
mew of the positian Qf the &WW&
upper ememirias when slre was &di;I
~6 the drawj,~&&FLY
tn&cateva @

hmA

FigzrreC,Part2

addttionwasapparendyshotfrommore
than one angle. Both these findings
were inconsistent with the defendant%
ex~lanationof the shooting
- and We@s
instrumcnlal in prosecution of thc accused. A simple medical illur;tr2tion@$
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T H E FEDERAL C
by F.R. "Buck?"Files

Y

In the trial of any case, argument can
be the icing on the cake.
We've all been there There were
conflictsin the testimony which have to
be explained away. There are portions
of the charge whichafe really important
to our theory of the case "Reasonable
doubt" needs to be h t hard because the
evidence was bad but not overwhelming. There really is a possibilitythat the
jury wdl conclude that our client might
be guilty - but that the Government
dldn't prove rts case.
Since we're all trial lawyers, we know
how to talk to a jury - and we love
doing it. So, what can possibly go
wrong7 Ifyou really want to know, read
Unzted States u. Moye, 951 1.2d 59 (5th
Cir. 1992).
Moye was one of three individuals
caught m a "reverse sting" operation.
Immediately before he was arrested,
Moye was m possession of a bnefcase
contaming $200,000-which pst happened to he the money which was used
by the group to purchase 300 pounds of
marijuana from government agents.
Moye was arrestedas he drove off in the
van that contained the marijuana Moye
was indicted forviolations of 21 USC 5s
841 (a)(l) and 846.
Moye's lawyer admitted that Moye
"was at the scene of the crime and that
he was driving the van." Moye, however, claimed that he had been Led to
by his companions and that he had
been taken advantage of. Moye based
his defense on lack of intent to commit

an offense and lack of any knowledge
as to the marijuana.
An obvious problem was presented
for the jury: How could they reconcile
the testimony of the defendant with the
emmeous offense testimony offered
by the government? Unfomtely, it
seems that Moye had earlier been convicted in a state proceedmg for trans
porting large quantities of marijuana
When it came time for jury argument,
the learned vial judge allowed ten minutes to the s~de. In a panel opmlon
[Davis, King, Johnson1 affirming the
defendant's conviction and ten-year
sentence, Judge Davis wntes:
"The period of tlme allocated for the
attorney's closing argument is ordtnarily
within the sound discretion of the district judge. Chzsted Skates u. Bernes, 602
F.2d 716, 722 (5th Cir. 1979) The
maximum time granted counsel for argument in this case was indeed short,
probably a shorter limt than we would
have established But the record does
not pernut us to conclude that the
&stnct court abused its discretion in
placing ths time liitatlon on closing
armment. As indicated above, this was
3 single-is.;uc. L . ~ S L !f h x was 11itxl in two
&cs. Move contcncled tlut 11cdid not
know the marijuana was in the truck,
and, therefore, acted without knowledge or mtent. We are persuaded that
the court gave counsel adequate time to
present h s argument on this issue."
Reading the opinion m Moye simply
does not give you a clear picture of
what happened in the case. Guess what
the opinion doesn't tell us.
1. That the district court elected to
send the case to the jury late in the
afternoon of the second day of trial
(which causes one to speculate that it
waS "hurry up time");
2 That the jury did notreach aver&ct
that evening;
3 That, in fact, the jury returned the
next morning, recessed for lunch, and

returned a verdlct in the afternoon.
One could conclude, therefore, that
the jurors did have something to mlk
about We'll never know if a few
minutes of additional argument would
have helped them. Common sense tells
us that lt couldn't have hurt anything.
Ln its opinion affirming Moye's conv~ction,only one case is cited by the
Court: United Stares u. Bern, supra.
Bernes was convicted of tag fraud m
violation of 26 USC §7206(2). His was
a "lengthy trial." There, the &strict
court was sensitive to the concerns of
the lawyers
"The distr~ctjudge allowed forty-five
minutes to the side for summauon.
During their summation, however, the
defense attorneys found themselves
short of time. The distnct judge granted
their request for several additional minutes, and the combined defense summation totalled fifty-two minutes "
In a panel opin~onkmsworth, Wisdom and Roneyl affirming Bemes' convicuon and ten-year sentence, Judge
Ainsworth wrote:
". . . [Tlhe record is replete with
ev~dence
of the district judge'ssensiuvity
to the demands of the case at trial The
judge asked both sides how much ume
they requlredfor closing andlistened to
discussion on the point In recognitton
of the complexity of the suit, the judge
extended the time available for closing
argument beyond the amount he normally permitted. Moreover, during the
course oftheargumentitself, the district
judge allowed defense counsel to exceed the preestablished time limit.'^
Interestmgly, Judge A m o r t h uted
no Fifth Circuit opinions as authorityfor
the Coua's position, relying, instead,on
opinionsof the SixthandEighth Cxcuts
Moye was, however, probably forhnate that his lawyer was only p e n ten
minutes for argument. Moye, you will
Cozlh'nuedole page 21
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Federal Corner
Continued from page 20
remember,receiveda ten-yearsentence.
There appears to be some consistency
in the district court's decisions. If he's
allowed twenty minutes for argument,
would he have also sentenced Moye to
twenty years?
What concerns me is this: After they
read this opinion, some district judges
in the circuit are probably going to cut
lawyers back on the time allowed for
argument. Some will want to see how
far they can go. Lf ten minutes will fly,
what about eight? Isit possible that they
would affirmon five minutes? What will
set the record?.

The Year That Was
Continued frompage 3
sweral of ourstrike Force cases. Carlton
McLarty put in many, many hours on
our Association's Death Penalty Committee.
A truly special thanks to the staff of
our Association. John Boston, Lillian
Summarell, Shannon McIntosh and SusanGogganforsuwivingmypresidency.
Finally, as a point of presidential
preference, I would like to thank several people who gave me much inspiration to make this year a successful
one. Thanks to V. Perini for getting me
involved with this Association and
showing me how my work through the
Association could make a difference in
improving the criminal justice system.
Thanks to Ed Mallen for teaching me
that running the Association on democratic principles, rather than the dictates
of an oligarchy might be more difficult,
but the rewards are greater. Special
thanks to Tim Evans who taught me that
this job could be performed with a
sense of humor. My associates, Bill
Branon and Keith Jagmin, deserve my
thanks andgratitude for numerous court
appearances they made on my behalf
armed only with the excuse that I was
out doing Association business. My
special thanks to my legal assistant,Jan
Woods, who believes in this
Association's work and goals as much
as I do, and it showed in her tireless
efforts on behalf of the Association.
And finally, thanks to my wife, Ann
Meyer, and our children, who made
JULY 1992

daily sacrifices so I could devote the
time to try to do this job right.
Thank? to all of you, for a year I will
never forget, and for a year that hopefully made a difference..

In and Around Texas
Continued frompage 13
questions as well, which are related to
the flaws in our criminal justice system.
Where are those who question recent
instances of falsely accused citizens in
Texas? Where is the concern about a
recently freedRickyDale Thomas, jailed
for a crime he didn't commit, andcleared
mainly because themediamade a stink.
Then there were Randall Dale Adams
and Clarence Brantley, both freed from
death row after the public became aware
of their plight. Two.others who were
wrongfully imprisoned in Texas were
Joyce Ann Brown and Lionel Jeter. All
these were freed by the efforts of outstandingTexas criminaldefense lawyers
and concerned citizens who entered
their cases after conviction. All those
mentioned but Adams were AfricanAmericans. It was the lawyers, concerned reporters,and citizens who finally
obtained these defendants' freedom,
even after the system had failed them.
There are others imprisoned in Texas
and elsewhere who are not guilty of the
crime for which they were imprisoned,
just as there are guilty people walking
free. Somehow, we need to get the
rightpeople "out" and thewrongpeople
"in," but quitting and whining ain't
going to get the job done.
Miscellany- New Stuff
By the time you are reading this
Gerald Goldstein will be TCDLA's new
president, the new officers will have
been elected, a new board formed, and
a new organizational year begun. The
TCDLA annual membership drive is
underway. Ifyou signup anewmember,
her/his dues will carry her through 31
December 1993. Every member get a
hember - old or new. Semper fl..

Representing a Corporation
Continuedfrom page 8
staff. Lead counsel must give careful
consideration as to the amount of information each member of the "team"

should have for them to effectively
carry out their tasks. Overly coinpartmentalizing each individual's knowledge of the purpose of the investigation
and flow of subsequent information
could be counterproductive in an investigation that includes a massive
document review. On the other hand,
an unrestricredflow of strategy decisions
may be very harmful and could also
increasethe riskof waiving the attorneyclient or work product privilege. The
importance of documents may be
overlooked in the absence of a continuing educational process concerning
the issues and problems presented by
the specific circumstances of the case.
(2) Communications to the Public.
Even where there is no ongoing
government investigation, counsel
shouldbe concerned that the suspected
or actual corporate wrongdoing will be
disclosed to the public. Consideration
must be given to designatinga company
spokesperson o r apprising the
company's public relations department
of the likelihood of a press inquiry.
Discussions should take place with
upper management regarding what, if
any, statements or explanations will be
made. Any communication by corprr
rate counsel could be a double-edged
sword. See, e.g.,Gentile u. StateBar of
Nevada, -US. -, 111 S.Ct. 2720,115
L.Ed.2d888 (1991) (Reversing State Bar
reprimand of attorney who held press
conferenceto discuss client's indictment;
disciplinary action stated that press
conference had substantial likelihood
of materially prejudicing an adjudication).
( 3 ) Rwiew Insurance Policies.
Review and have an understanding of
the insurance policies which may provide coverage. This is especially important if directors and officers are the
subjects or targets of an investigation.
Insurance policies must be reviewed to
determinewbether coverageis provided
For attorneyfee expenses of the involved
officers, employees and directors. The
corporation must also determine when,
under the policy, claims must be made
as well as the facts that are required to
be disclosed when making a claim. The
zorporation must keep in mind that
making a claim under an insurance
policy may open the floodgates for
3utside investigation.
N. Ifivestigation
Whenever a corporation has reason
10 believe it may face criminal liability,
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one of counsel's goals in conducting an
investigation is to organize factual and
legal arguments to persuade the government not to prosecute. The basic
ingredients of the investigation are
careful document review and detailed
interviews of involved individuals.
Counsel must have a firm grasp of the
facts involved before attempting either
to articulate an argument to the prosecutor or to advise the corporation as to
the best strategy to pursue. The
corporation's position will fall upon
deaf ears if the government possesses
superior information which contradicts
or is inconsistent with corporate
counsel's presenlation.
While it is preferable that a document
review be conducted prior to individual
interviews, the status of the government's
investigation will dictate whether certain individuals should be interviewed
immediately. It invariably will be in the
corporation's best interest to interview
employees before thegovernment does.
In any event, counsel should endeavor
first to obtain a general overview of
how the company works. Start with
inside counsel and upper management
to determine the hierarchy, lines of
communication involved, and to identify key company individuals and
documents. In appropriate circumstances, an on-site tour will be neces, sary for an understanding of the subject
operation. Counselmust also determine
whether any document production has
already taken place in parallel proceedings and what the status is of any
summons, civil investigative demand,
or administrative subpoena. i'
A. Document Review
1. S u s ~ e n dDocument Destruction.
Many corporations, during their
regular course of business, destroy
documents after a certain period of time
as these documents are no longer useful
or because it may lawfully do so under
an established record retention schedule. "Old documents may be necessary
to reconstruct the past and purely innocent destruction may later be perceived as having sinister connot-ations.
Counsel must immediately direct that
this practice cease and that all documene
be preserved, even if the established
record retention schedule would otherwise allow destruction and even if
there is no known government investigation. 5
2. Collection of Documents.
Counsel may want to request that a
memo be sent from a corporate official,
22

questing employees to gather relyant documents for delivery to him/
ler or a designated location. If a
subpoena, summons or civil investigaive demand has been served, such a
nemo must be sent.
a. Keep track of the documents'
jourceCs):
(i) Copy and bates number, keep
tocuments in one central location, create
1 database;
(ii) Extreme care must be taken to
xtalogue and document:
(a) what documents may already
nave been produced to the government;
(11) what documents are produced in
h e future and in response to what type
~f request or demand;
(c) what documents are not being
produced and why; and
(d) the person from whose files the
jocumem we, produced.
b. Ensure that the corporate representatives in this collection effort had
no involvementin the transactions under
rcrutiny/investigation.
c. This type of review must be
monitoredl~youtside counsel so that all
Files are located, examined and produced. There is nothing more dishearteningthanlocating a key document
late in an investigation.
3. P~imoseof Document Review.
A review of all relevant documents
identifies transactions and the involved
individuals, narrows the issues to be
covered during interviews, and assists
in refreshing interviewees' recollection.
Do not overlook the names of individuals
who received carbon copies of the
document and of support staff who
prepared the document.
Review written materials involving
the company's compliance programs
and educational material provided to
employees: determine the dates of
these programs or seminars; identify
what the programs were designed to
control, prevent or bring about; identify
the specific employees who received
thesematerials or attendedthe programs.
Do not disregard the importance of
sign-in sheets which establishthe receipt
by or presence of certain employees. If
culpable employees took part in these
compliance programs, the corporation
canuse these materials to help convince
the government not to prosecute or to
1-educe its exposure to punishment.
See, ABA Criminal Law Committee IJpdate, p. 8 Uanuaty 1992).
73. Notification to Em~loyeesRe-

garding Government Investigation.
Having no exact information as to
when the government may choose to
contact present or former employees,
counsel will have to make strategy
decisionsas to when to noufy employees
of the government's investigation and
as to the amount and type of information
to be given these individuals. Lay
people, in many instances,are not aware
thatthey haveno obligation to talk to an
FBI agent when he/she shows up at
their home. The corporation, however,
must notadvise its employees to refuse
to speak withgovernment investigators.
Counsel may choose to give the followinginfo~mation,orvariations thereof,
to employees: that the government is
conducting an investigation and may
seek to contactemployees forinterviews;
that the company has retained counsel
to represent it during the investigation;
and, that company counsel wishes to
interview certain employeeswith regard
t o information germane to the
government's investigation.
In certain circumstances, counsel will
early identify the need for individual
representation for certain employees.
For example, if employees have been
identified as "subjects" or "targets" and
have already been served with subpoenas or summonses, counsel can
readily determine a need for individual
representation. In those situations, the
company may wish to inform those
employees,during or immediately after
the initial interview; that the company
has amanged to make counsel available
with whom employees can consult to
receive legal advice and know their
rights and obligations with respect to
any gove~nmentinterviewb; that the
company has agreed to be responsible
for the legal fees associated with an
initial consultation; that it is the
company's recommendation that the
employee consult with counsel before
any government interview; that the
decision to consult with counsel is
solely the employee's; thatthe employee
has the right to talk with government
investigators; and, in any event, it is
necessary that the employee be truthful
in responding to interview questions.
SeeBennett,Rauh & Kriegel, TbeRoleof
Internal Investigations in Defending
Against Charges of Corporate Mixonduct, ABA White Collar Crime Seminar,
at 343 (March, 1991); Adams, When the
Continued on page 24
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.

Bank is a Criminal Subject or Target in
a Money Laundm'ng Case: Strategies
forAvoiding Indichnent, Plea Balgaining, Sentencing, and ResolvingParallel
Enforcment and Regulatory Proceedings, AAB Section of Business Law,
1991 Annual Meeting at 11-12 (August,
1991). Corporate counsel may also
want to request that the employee allow himher to be present during any
government interview. See in Ke PMC
Cop., 430F.Supp.1108 (S.C.W.Va.1977)
(government required to notify and
obtain consent of corporate counsel
before interviewing certain individuals
in upper management of corporation).
This is especiallytrue withinterviews of
high level management officials when
company counsel arguably has a right
to be present. Id.
While the above information may be
given to employees orally, it is best to
provide this information in writing so
there is no debate later on about what
was said. Written communications will
also help avoid allegations that the
companysought to improperly influence
witnesses. See, 18 U.S.C. g 1512.
C. Interviews
Counsel will want to interview the
officers and employees who arguably
have relevant information. Do not
overlook the suppoa saff who had
close dealings with these officers or
employees. Moreover, individuals or
entities outside of the corporation may
possess relevant information,i.e.,former
officers or employees, consultants, accountants, suppliers, customers, and
regulators.
When conducting any interview, at
least two members of the corporate
counsel's "team," including at least one
lawyer, should be present. It is advisable to first inform the individual as to
the purpose of the interview, including
the existence and nature of the government investigation. Counsel must
make it very clear that he or she represents the corporation, not the employee7, and has been retained to
provide legal advice to the corporation
in connection with the matter. See
UpjobnCo. u. Unitedstates, 449U.S. 383,
101 S.Ct. 677, 66 L.Ed.2d 584 (1981).
Counsel should explain to the individual
that the attorney/client privilege associated with the interview belongs only
to the company, and the company may
later assert or waive this privilege depending upon the circumstances. Advise the individual to treat the tor-.-JULY 1992

sation as confidential and not to discuss
it with anyone outside of the interview
mom. 8
Because of the potentially broad reach
of 18 U.S.C. 5 1512(b), the interviewer
must scrupulously avoid making any
statements or suggestions that could be
construed as an attempt to influence the
witness. 9 This would include articulating the company's position as to
certain matters or its interpretation of
the relevant facts or other individual's
statements.
Ask the individual whether he/she is
aware of or has any relevant documents
If anemployeehas corporatedocuments
at home request that they be immedlately returned. Counsel should also ask
the individual if he/she kept a work
calendar or diary. If so, seek to review
and copy these documents
If, during the course of an interview
of anunrepresentedofficeroremployee,
counsel discovers that the individual
has some degree of culpability, keep m
mind that counsel's allegianceis to the
corporation,not the individual As long
as counsel has made it clear to the
indimdual, prior to questloning him,
that he/she represents only the corporatlon and that any privilege associated
with the interview belongs
" solelv to the
corporahon, counsel should continue
the interview See, Rep~senting
Corporate Employees Dunng a n Antitrust
Grand Jury inuestzgation {Panel Dscnsszon), 56 Antitrust L.J. 901, 912-13
(1987)
At the end of the interview, tell the
individual to get in touch with you ifhe/
she remembers anythmg else or if
anyone from the government attempts
to contact or interview them. Finally,
after conducting the interview, a
memorandum concernmg the information discussed during the interview
should be prepared which rncludes the
interviewer's mental impressions to
further protectwhatever pridege exists
After the interviews have been conducted, counsel should evaluate
whether, as a strategic matter, and
without regard to whether the corporation will indemnify the employee for
attorney's fees, a suggestion should be
made that any given individual retain
his own counsel Also, ln the context of
developing a strategy to deal wtth any
dleged wrongdoing, counsel must
~ a l u a t ein, consultation withcorporate
nanagement, whether any given endoyee should be discrplined or tenn-

nated. Normally a decidon to discipline
or terminate an employee should be
solely in the d~scretionof corporate
management. Outside legal counsel,
however, may wish to make recommendationsas to employmentdecisions
whrch may mpact the course of the
investigation and the government's ulumate decision whether to prosecute.
D, Independent Counsel for Em-

olovees.

As an inveshgation proceeds, the
corporauon will need to continue to
evaluate whetherto pay for independent
legal counsel to represent certam individuals. Inmakingthese determmahons,
the corporation wfi need to assess its
own by-laws and to review the corporatelaws of the state of its incorporation,
especially those statutes regalding indemnificauon.
Rarely would it be wise for corporate
counsel to also represent individual
officers or employees See Kennelly,
Multzple Representation zn GrandJury
investigations, 16 Litigat~onNo 2, 27
(19901, Welch, Representang a Company and Its Employees zn a Criminal
Case, 7 Litlgauon No. 2, 32 C1981),
O'Leary, Defendzng a Government
Contractor m a Criminal Antimst Invesrigatzon, 57 Antitrust L.J 587 (19881,
Representmg Corporate Employees
During a n Antitrust GrandJuty Investzgatron, supm. Corporate counsel can
recommend certain attorneys to individuals who want legal counsel; however, corporate counsel should also
make it clear that the individual is free
to hire any attorney he wants
Separate counselfor employees has a
number of potential advantages.
Separate counsel can be an important
"pipeline" of mformation, especially if
this counsel is communicating with the
government. Separate counsel can also
be present dunng any informal government interviews and can make sure
that misstatements are not made qnd
that favorable mformatlon is presented.
Also, assummg that separate counsel is
willing to provide information to corporate counsel (possibly under a joint
defense agreement), if the individual is
later called upon to t e s w bepof*: the
Grand Jury, corporate counsd wdl obtain a clearer ideawithrespect KxPmerp
the government's interests tie.
while loint ddeme agm&i%ats Can
provide h e E t s to wely~ne
inwtved,
an analysis o f & e a d v ~ i t yof such an
agreement must be on a 06e by CMP
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basis. This type of decision is difficult
to make in the early days of counsel's
investigation. A corporation's interests
are best served by counsel who, sufficiently familiar with the nature of the
government's interest in the company
and with the documentary evidence,
interviews employees beforethey have
individual counsel. For, once employees
are represented by individual counsel,
those employees will likely seek a joint
defense agreement. A joint defense
agreement with a truly culpable individual may not always serve the best
interest of the company. Its best interest
might require the company to immediately distance itself from such an individual.
Despite corporate counsel's immediate focus on the criminal investigation,
he/she mustbe aware that joint defense
interviews may reveal information peripheral to this investigation. What if,
after the entry of a joint defense
agreement, the individual discloses
conduct which, if known outside the
joint defense agreement, would lead to
his termination? It is not altogether
clear whether the employer is free to
use this infomtion as grounds to later
discipline the employee. Had such
information been obtained prior to the
entry of a joint defense agreement, no
such issue would exist. Practitioners
also need to be aware that government
attorneys may attempt to have counsel
who execute joint defense agreements
disqualifiedfromrepresentingclients in
any subsequent criminal proceedings.
See e.g., United States u. Anderson, No.
CR91-109R (W.D. Wash. Dec. 10 1991)
(court grants, in part, government's
motion for in camera proceedings at
which separate, independent counsel
may advise criminal defendant as to
alleged potential divided loyalties of
attorneys who executed joint defense
agreement on behalf of defendant and
as to defenses which allegedly might
give rise to conflicts of interest for
defendant's attorneys).
Thus, corporate counsel should endeavor to conduct and complete all
interviews before advising any employee to retain separate counsel; this
gives the company the freedom to use
the information obtained in its later
dealings with the government. It is of
vital importance that all information
obtained prior to the entry of a joint
defense agreement be segregated. If
information is transmitted to the gov-

ernment, the company must be able to
establish that the information was obtained before the company executed
the joint defense agreement.
The corporation's best interests may
diaate that the interviewed employee
be fired and/or that the information
obtained prior to the joint defense
agreement be disclosed to the government. One solution may be for corporate
counsel tolimit the restrictions contained
in the joint defense agreement or to
include language which insulates the
corporation from repercussions should
the information be used as grounds to
discipline or terminate the employee.
Conclusion
A corporation's well-being and, in
extreme cases, its very existence are at
grave risk when it is the subject or target
of a criminal investigation. Counsel's
legal advice to this corporate client
must be quick and accurate. A thorough
understanding on the part of corporate
counsel of theunderlying factsobtained
through a careful internal investigation
is the only way to begin the process of
avoiding prosecution and minimizing
the risks and penalties associated with
a prosecution.
Continued on page 32

Preservation of Error
Continuedbm page 9
evidence in court plus important cases
such as Montgomey, and Batson.
(Q) Questionable situations: if in
doubt, counsel should object.
(K) Speaking objections: Objections
are voiced in such a way to clearly
advise jury as to the nature of the
objection.
(S) Keep track of the evidence and
anticipate grounds of objections:
(1) Contents of each motion in
liminehrial objection number - .
(2) Each exhibit -whether admitted, i.e., medical records.
0) Outline each reason for objection on paper.
The bill of exception.
(1) Rule 103, Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(2) Introduce relevant evidence
(3) Be aware of "harmless error"
analysis
(U) Trial before the juryhial before
the court: different approaches.
(V) Preserving error approachlattempting to win the case and waiving
error in the process: always the client's
choice.

(W) Avoid explaining legal position
on an objection in the presence and
hearing of the State's witness: have the
court excuse the witness (at a hearing
outside the presence of the jury) or
approach the bench.
(3) Major Problems:
(1) Immediate action by court
sustaining objection and appropriately
instructing the jury, before the attorney
states the reason for his objection
(2) Objection made, instruction
requested, but no motion for mistrial
make.
(3) Objectionandmotionformistrial
made, but no court inst~ctionrequested.
(4) Accepting an ambiguous or
dubious ruling by court
a. Ovemled in part and sustained
in pan.
b. Ladies and gentlemen, you
heard the evidence.
c. I don't believe that's a proper
question. Proceed, gentlemen.
d. "Movealong" or "hurry along".
e. Gentlemen,stay intheRecord.
f Just answer the question,
please.
g. The question has been asked
and answered. Ask your next question,
please.
h. "The court will carry your
objection."
( 5 ) I renew my pmuious objection.
(6) "Same" objection
(7) Running or continuous objection to all testimony.
(8) Specific objection: part of
complained of testimony may be admissible.
(9) Granting of motion in limine
does not preserve error. Counsel must
object as if no motion inlimine had ever
been filed,
(10) An objection based on the
Fifth and/or Fourteenth Amendment.
(11) Anobjectionwhichcites cases.
(12) Counsel should say nothing
that could be interpreted as satisfaction
with the court's action.
(13) The court: Let's go off the
Record for a moment.
(14) Reasons: too general (immaterial, prejudicial)
(4) The Court Reporter:
(A) Function: record proceedings
(B) Remember the court reporter
works for the court.
(C) Importance of seheliance in
contrast to the work product of the
court reporter.
(1) Self-reliance allows complete
JULY 1992
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control of the contents of all important
rrmattefs.
(2> SeK-reliance insures there is no

problemwith-thea m c y of thematter
at issue, the transcription of the matter
and the timely
of the mafter.
(31Self-reliancefarces the attorney
to think out the entire matter in advance.
CD) The court reporter may m e niently swandstop at his or the court's
urnwnience.
0 If two persons were talking at
me, whzt is the sOIutionl
09 If the coufi and the a-ey
are
talking at the same time, chance0 are
the court is fmxmibed !athe exclusion
of defense mumel.
G
Question: BY THE COURT
EPORTBR: "lalways talte the volr dire
but there are never any objectim so
why do it rhis time?' This really pmves
that the presence of the court reponer
hprorected a client. The prosecutor
is unable torunW11dwithouthaving his
meanderins become public recod.
This is also the only real pmteetion h r
Bmon objectims.
@
Point
I)
Defense counsel wants to
control the law suit as much as posible.
(1) Court: "Irt'szo<~firherec(~ni."
~ G h m w p a nan 2%
the: record discussion was held between the court and
counsel out of the heaim
- of the court
reporter")
U, Bench conferences - bring the
court reponer evety time the matter is
impos@nt,
KI Pmition self so that Me wurt
reporter can hear you, Talk slawly and
dwdy.
W The c o w reporter motion should
refer to all matters transnirine
" in m e n
court including u o 'dire,
~
opening
statements, bench codetences, augumeas on motion, all tape recordings

mi

.
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jections -&tide 28.10 C.C.P.; S o d ~ p o
v.Sta@ 815 S.W.W 551 CTar.CilmApp.
(4) M0tionPl;lcticer Emisqde
1990)
(5) D k o v q - Anides 39.01,
QQ Motion to Suppress
39.02, 39666, 39.14, C.C.P.
@
K-g I befme the court
162 State's notice re: extraneous
CC) Present legal authority to the
oEenses-Rule60%QTezRCrim~d.
court
O Grand July testimony - M 1. Byeither ~
c in advance
h
or
ndsu. UrtI~States,
384 U.S. 85% TTbW
mearch after he-.
v.stare, 494 S.W.2d 552 fJkcCrim.App.
K21 Porn of preentation
1973) Cpalticularized need)
1. Notebook:
C81 Application for probation (a1 summary of facts
i(b) memorandum of law citiag M c l e 37.07, 52@ C.C.P.
(91 Punishment election- Artide
cases
37.07,$2Cb)C.C.P.
Ccl copies of important case3are
(10) Court reporter motion- Rule
Xeroxed, indexed, and tabbed
11 Tex.~.App.~ro.;Soto u. Stme, 671
Id) d&Wc counsel and the
S.W.2d43 (T(~%~.Crim.App.
1989)
couft have a complete copy of the
notebDok. The prrasecumr is given the
ClI> Brady motim; B d y n.
S . @ S t .1194,lO
citations, and perhaps Xerox c o p i s of & ~ l a ~ , 3 7 3 U .tB,
L.EdJd, 215 (1963l UnIW Sfat* u.
the cases.
Bwg& 473 US. 667.105 S.Ct. 3375,87
(El "Why bother? Nobody else Qes
L.Ed.2d. 481 (198Sk Expane Adam,
this."
768 S.W.2d 281 (Tex.Crim.App. 1989)
I11 Very impresSiVe! pmentaaim
Praduction of w h w ' statet2) Requires work
ments - Rule 614 TexR Q4m.Evi-d
(3j Dernands =arch
(23) Motim rosuppm defendanis
(Q Cynic's point of vim "Oppostatement - &tide 38.22 C.C.P.
nent won't bother to do anything other
( 1 4 Motion to suppress evidence
than 'ctw a case*to the court. After all,
-Artide 38.23 C.C.P.
don't most deferme lawyers ignore
0 5 ) Mentlficationnotion-Arzicle
goldmopportunitie~?
Aren1tmostcoUl.ts
38.23 C.C.P.; Simmumw. UtcitadStata,
'law enforcement - victim oriented'
390 U.S. 377, B SCt. $767, 19 L.Ed.2d
despite the facts and socalled Consti1274(1$%82;Jacb~n
u. M,6575.W.2d
tutional Rights of the accused? There's
123 fleX.C&n.App. 197%);R~wl5ragsv,
nobody as defeatist as 2 cy-nic.
Statr:, 720 S.WZd 561 ~ T d p p .
5JIt works.
A&
1 m
(5) Tnlalevents
00 Exrraneousoffense motion133Pretrial hearing- Article 28.01,
Rule 404%) Tex.RCrlm.Evid.; MOW$2 C.C.P.
gomew u. State, 810 S.W.2d 372
CB) P~etaalmotions
(Tar.Crim.App. 19905
(1) Continmace -&tides
29.06
( 1 3 Jeopardy -Articles 27.05 -29.08; &tide 29.13 C.C.P.
27.07, 28'12, 28.13 C.C.P.; G d p 0.
c23 Change of venue - M c l e
co&in, 110 s.cta0s.i (IYWJ;EZP~*
31.03 C.C.P.
& b W 798 S.W.2d CTex.Czlsn
(32 Exceptions to indictment , A.m.
1990)
Aaicles 27.08, 27.09 C.C.P.; WW
W.
&me,799 S.W.2d 263 Clkx.Crim.App.
1ggO):&prrrre GYkw800 S.W.2d 548
(Tex.Crim.App. 1990)
(4) Amending Indictments - obplayed to the jury, all final arguments
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(19) Identity of confidential informant - Rule 508 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(20) Motion to shuffle - Article
35.11 C.C.P.; Scott v. State, 805 S.W.2d
612 (Tex.App. -Austin 1991)
(21) Motion for investigator Article 26.05 C.C.P.
(22) List of witnesses - Article
20.20 C.C.P.
(23) Prior criminal record - Rule
609 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(24) Batson motion - Batson v.
Kentucky, 476 U.S.79, 106 S.Ct. 1712
(1986)
(C) Voir Dire
(1) Court reporter - control
(2) Batson issue - predicate Article 35.261 C.C.P.
(3) Denial of Challenge for Cause
A r t i c l e 35.16 C.C.P.
(4) Denial of defense questioning
- Nunfio v. State, 808 S.W.2d 482
(Tex.Crim.App. 1991)
(D) Opening Statements - Article
36.01C.C.P.;AWgav.State,804S.W.2d
271 (Tex.App. -San Antonio 1991)
(El Witnesses under the Rule Article 36.06 C.C.P.
(1) Identificationof State's witnesses
when sworn in
(2) Apply for and have subpoenas
issued for all defense witnesses to insure their attendance at trial
(3) The effect of State's subpoenaing
1. witnesses and their appearance in court
' - can they be dismissed by the prosecutor? Article 24.03, C.C.P.
(4) Subpoena decus tecum for
discoverable documents returnable on
day of trial
(9Violation of the Rule: standards
- Gordon v. State, 796 S.W.2d 319
(Tex.App. - Austin, 1990); Davis v.
State,814 S.W.2d159 (Tex.App.Houston
114th Distl 1991)
(F) The Motion in Limine
(1) Bench hearings
(2) Instructions to the State's witnesses
(3) State's evidence
(a) Hearings before the court Rule 104 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(b) Business records - Rules
803(6), 90200) Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(c) Advance notice as to conv i c t i o n Rule 609(0 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(dl Identification testimony cases/factors See Simmons et al
(e) Extraneous offenses-Rule
404Cb) Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(0 Hearsay - Rules 602 & 802
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.

(g) State's witness' statements Rule 614 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(h) Rule 403 objections(although
relevant, evidence may be excluded if
its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues ormisleading the jury, or by considerations of
undue delay or needless presentation
of cumulative evidence)
(i) Expert witnesses - facts
underlying opinion - Rule 705
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(j) Impeachment - Rules 607,
609 & 612 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(k) Limiting instructions-Rule
105 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(1) Remainder of writings rule Kule 106 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(m) Rule of optional completeness R u l e 106 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(G) Motion for Instructed Verdict
(H) Brady Motion reurged
(I) Defense Evidence
(1) Article 19.06, P.C.: evidence in
prosecutions for murder and voluntary
manslaughter
(2) The bill of exception - Rule
103 Tex.K.Crim.Evid.
(3) All relevant evidence - Rules
401 & 402 Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
(4) Subpoena of State's witness
inures to defense benefit - Article
24.03 C.C.P.
0)The Motion for Instructed Verdict
.fK>
, Obiection/reouested instructions
involving the court's charge -Articles
36.14 and 36.15 C.C.P.
(L) Jury argument - Alejandro v
State, 493 S.W.2d 230 (Tex.Crim.App.
1973) (four areas of permissible argument)
(M) Jury separation - Article 35.23
C.C.P.
(N) Jury notes - Articles 36.27 and
36.28 C.C:P.
( 0 ) Polling the jury - Article 37.05
C.C.P.
(6) Pleas of G d t y - Article 26.13
C.C.P. and Article 40(b)(l) Tex.R
App.Pro.
(7) Sources
?A) Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
(B) Opinions of Court of Criminal
Appeals (and Courts of Appeals)
(C) Voice for the Defense magazine,
published by the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association
(D) The Champion published by the
National Associationof Criminal Defense
Lawyers
(E) Texas Trial Lawyers magazine

(F) Advanced Criminal Paw Course,
sponsored by the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, San Antonio, June 11, 12, 13, 1992.
(GI Advanced Criminal Law Course
sponsored by the State Bar of Texas,
Houston, July 26-30, 1992 H

Sig. Recent Decisions
Continued from page 11

v. State, 823 S.W.2d 300 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1992).
V. Voir Dire
A. Disallowance of P r o ~ eVoir
r
Dire
Question
In this case, defense attorney wanted
to question about jurors' interpretation
of "reasonable doubt." Disallowance of
proper question was reversible error,
not susceptible to harm analysis.
Woolridge v. State, No. 158-91 (Tex.
Crim. App., Feb. 26, 1992) (not yet
reported).
B. Barson
1. Prosecutor Reasons Too General:
Reasons stated bv
, wrosecutor had no
support in record and merely stating
"attitude and demeanor" was too general. Prosecutor must state specific
body language or non-verbal actions
occurring during voir dire indicative of
biasagainst State. Martinezv. State, No.
2-91-142-CR (Tex. App. -Fort Worth,
February 5, 1992) (not yet reported).
2. Soecificitv of Batson Obiection:
Defense need not make "comparative
analysis" at trial to argue same on appeal. Young v. State, No. 384-90 (Tex.
Crim. App., April 1, 1992 (not yet reported).- 3. Timeliness of Objection: Under
CCP art. 15.261., obiection
timelv if
,
made before jury is sworn. Only remedy is striking of panel, however. Reviewing court will not rule on issue of
whether defendant made prima facie
case if prosecutor states his reasons for
his strikes. Standard for review is
"clearly erroneous." Good analysis of
prosecutor's pretextual reasons for
strikes. Not a racially-neutral reason for
strike to say, "because I felt like he
would idenufywith the defendant. He's
black, he's male, and I didn't like the
way he responded to my questions. . .
attitude and demeanor." Hill u. State,
No. 347-90 (Tex. Crim. App., Jan. 8,
1992) (State's Motion for Rehearing
deniedApril15,1992)(not yet reported).
A

Continued on page 27
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Sig. Recent Decisions
Continued from page 26

A. Outcm Statements/Hearsay of
Child-Victim
1. 38.072 notice need not s~ecificallv
designate which of the witnesses listed
in the notice would be called as the
hearsay witness, where defense counsel did have name from prior notice
letter and complete written copy of the
statement made by the child to the
victim. Martin u.State, 823 S.W.2d 391
(Tex. App. - Texarkana 1992,
1.
2. "Hearsay" objection sufficient to
preserve issue of CCP art. 38.072 "outcry" testimony going beyond scope of
notice. Lankton v. State, No. 1094-90
(Tex. Crim. App., March 4, 1992) (not
yet reported).
3. Confrontationclauseis not offended
by admission of hearsay without
showing of unavailability. Hearsay that
comes within one of the recognized
exceptions to the hearsay rule (i.e.,
excited utterances, statements for
medical diagnosis) satisfies the confrontation clause. (Question: will this
spur the legislature to further open up
the door for these types of statements
with even less regard for procedural
safeguard??) Whitev. Illinois, 112 S.Ct.
736, 116 L.Ed.2d 848 (1992).
B. Extraneous Offenses
1. Use by the Defense: Evidence that
appellant h a d b e e n victim of
misindentification in two strikingly
similar and contempomeous cases of
indecent exposure was relevant and
admissible to support alibi defense of
mistaken identity; defense allowed to
show offenses with same modus
operandi but not involving appellant to
show that appellant didn't do this one,
either. Renfro v. State, 822 S.W.2d 757
(Tex. App.-Houston [14thDist.l1992,
-1.

2. Use bv State to Show Identitv: To
show a "system", the State must show
modus operandi, that is, a manner of
committing an offense that is so unusual
or distinctive as to be like a signature.
Mere repetition of crimes of the same
type or class is not sufficient. Owens V .
State, No. 1039-90CTex. Crim. App.,
March 4, 1991) (not yet reported).
C. Public Records Under Rule of
Evidence 803 (8) (B)
1. Hearsav. The Public Records
Exceotion of Rule of Evidence 803 (8)
JULY 1992

(not reported). Declare the Medical
(B) Does Not Allow Reuorts Prepared
Examiner (or SWIFS technician?) to not
bv Different Witness than One Testifvd :Full-time chemists of DPS are "law be a "law enforcement personne1" under 803 (8) (B) and say that their "exenforcement personnel" within meanpert" opinion could have been based
ing of Tex. R. Crim. Evid. 803 (8) (B).
on inadmissible hearsay evidence unTests were performed to identify drugs
der Rule 703 anyway so the report did
as part of ongoing criminal investigation.
not need to be admissible. Henderson
Chemists were part of investigative and
v. State, No. 01-90-00763-CR (Tex. App.
prosecutorial effort. Anything but
- Houston [lst Distl Nov. 27, 1991,
"routine, non-adversarialsetting." Court
-) (not reported).
observed that rule would only allow
4. Other Courts of Ameals Have
reports prepared for purposes "indeChosen to Follow Cole: Medical expendent of specific litigation" and
aminers were found to be "law en"documents recording routine, objective
forcement personnel." Purpose behind
obse~ations,made as part of the ev803(8) (B) is to "make law enforcement
erydayfunction of the preparing official
and evaluative reports absolutely inador agency," because factors likely to
missible against defendants in criminal
cloud the judgment of the entrants
cases where the authors of such reports
would not be present. In this case, the
were not available." Autopsies (drug
records were made for the specific
analysis tests?) may contain untrue,
purpose of convicting the defendant.
misleading, or overboard hearsay decSince the records were sponsored by a
larations which could be clarified on
supenrisor, and not by the chemist who
cross-examination. C w u . State, No. 13did the tests, they were inadmissible.
91-020-CR (Tex. App.-Corpus Christi,
What cannot come into evidence under
March 19,1992, -)(not
yet reported).
803 (8) (B), moreover, cannot come in
5. Comment: The outcome of this
as a "business record under Rule 803(6)
ideological struggle between the Court
either. Cole v. State, No. 1179-87 (Tex.
of Criminal Appeals and the various
Crim. App., Nov. 14, 1990) (pending
courts of appeals, as well as amongst
State's Motion for Rehearing) (not yet
the courts of appeals, as well as amongst
reported) (Comment: The potentially
the courts of appeals, will be fascinating
devastating impact of this opinion on
to watch. Ponder whether the two
drug cases has caused several courts of
Houston Courts of Appeals may wish
appeals to mention it and then refuse to
they had followed the conservative
follow it.)
approach and followed Cole, if it is
2. MutinvKourts of Appeals have
upheld on rehearing.
refused to follow Cole: Courts have
D. DNA Evidence Admissible. F N ~
pointed out that the Court of Criminal
Abandoned
Appeals opinion in Cole is contrary to
This type of evidence could be simply
years of settled Texas law, that it still
devastating (i.e., "only one person in
remains on motion for rehearing and is
approximately 13,000,000 possesses
not a part of the jurisprudence of this
DNA with the same molecular characstate, that it is not binding, that it defies
teristics that tests showed were shared
logic and common sense and that,
by D's DNA and the DNA extracted
hopefully, it will be turned around
from the semen stain found at the home
when the Court of Criminal Appeals
of the victim.") The test is now "relacts on the motion. See, Brown v. State,
evance" underRule 702, not F y e V. US.,
807 S.W.2d 615, 616 (Tex. App. 293 F. 1013. There is no special adHouston [14th Mst.1 1991, no pet.);
missibility standard for novel scientific
Canida v. State, 823 S.W.2d 382 (Tex.
evidence. Scientific evidence may be
App. - Texarkana 1992, -1.
3. Other Wavs of Potentially Wirin~ shown to be reliable even though not
generally accepted in the relevant sciAround the Effects of Cole: In a DWI
entific community. Standard is "clear
case, the reports of the Intoxilyzer
and convincing." Kellyu.State, No. 969Technical Supervisor were held to be
90 (Tex. Crim. App., Feb. 5,1932) (not
made routinely and not for the purpose
yet reported); Glover u. Sfate,.No., 607of specific litigation, Also, since the
90 (Tex. Crim. App., Feb. 26,1992) (not
Supervisor was an expert, who could
yet reported). (Here, the odds were 1
base her '"opinion" on hearsay under
in
18 billion that the DNA contained in
Rule 703, Colewould not apply. Pence
the vaginal swab specimens taken from
v. State, No. 01-90-00833-CR (Tex. App.
- Houston [Ist Dist.1 Nov. 27, 1991) the victim belonged to someone other
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than Dn.
E. The Court's Charge
1. Reasonable Doubt Now DeFmed
and "Exclusion of Reasonable Hwotheses" A-gpellaCeReview standard &Iished: IF you haven't read it became
you were recently found f r o m in a
glacier, here is the cite. Geesa o. .%ateI
820 S.W.2d 154 (Tex. Crim. App. 1991).
2. "Result" OffenseTurpChqe: Deals
with "result%ffenses. Excellent article
on this is: Udashen, Cul~ableMental
States inResult Tvoe Offenses, 20 V i c e
f o r t b e D ~ e n ~ e 1331)
1 2 ~Udashen,
~~
Addendum, 20 r"ofcefortbe Defme 33
(Pall 1991). Recent Dallas case held
that, since application paragraph of
charge properly limited culpable mental state to result, the trial court did not
commit reversible error in failing to
limit the abstract portion of the h g e .
Coak v. State. No. 0590-01378CR(Tex.
App. -Dallas, Feb. 24, 1992) (not yet
reportedl.
Vn. PuatshmentEvidence
A. &&.kg
This one should probably also go in
under inefFecti~eassistance of counsel
and plea bargaining. Where plea
agreement was sifent? the trial judge
"stacked" the negotiated sentence on
top of sentme imposed in another
county. Under CCP 42.48, the trial court
has discretian to exmulate the punishment in a case when there is a ~ r i o r
conviction imposing prison of jail t h e .
Ca?penterv.StatetateNo.
3-90-z56CR~ex
App. -Austin, Jan. 22,1992) (not yet
reD0rted).
B. pe&Packets
DIwkhas been overruled and each
documknt in the pen packet need no
longer be individually certified W h %@on v. Safe, No. 669% CfeK. Crim.
App., Sept. 11,1991) @otyetreported).
0 pxmneous Unadtudicated Offmsrs at h i s h m e n t Hearins ( H d p
contested and unresolved issue]
1.CQ art. 37.07 does ~ermit
evidence
of extraneous unadiudicated offenses
at ~unistunent~ h a s eof M: Court
interprets statute to permit "any m a w
that the court deems relevant to sentencing," just l i e a capital murder trial.
This is the case that the Court of Criminal
Appealswillrule on fust,inall likelihood.
Hwnfer v. Sate, 805 S.W.2d 918 (Tex.
App.-Beaumont 1991, pet. &ranted].
(Comment This case was set for argument on Jan. 23, 1992 before Tex.
Crim. App. Watch for it. 4 courts of
appeals have agreed with Beaumono.

2. (*:I' an. 37.07 does not nrrmit
cvidencc of cxtnnccrus unadiudi&
dtknscs at ~unishmcntnt13se of trial:
very o& Dallas CO& of Appeais
bucked the trend and, in an m banc
decision, divided 8 to 7 in favor of
excluding such evid&ce and decided
that 37.07 did not change Texas case
law. Gpun~feIdv.
Statee813 S.W.2d 158
ITex. App.-Dallas 1991, State's PDR
granted) (Comment I applaud that 8person majority's courage and wish
them luck. I await the Couit of Criminal
Appeals resolution of this dispute with
baed breath.)
3. i f CCP art. 37.07 does permit
evidence of extraneous unadiudicated
offenses at wunishment phase. then the
use of this evidence will not bar furthet
rosecution for the same conduct:
gouble jeopardy does not bar prosecutiw for offense used under this
statute any more rhan it wwld bar
prosecution for such conduct in the
guilUinnocence phase of the trial under
Rule404 (b). L a m . State, No. A14-9100784-CR Crex. App.-Houston [14th
~isc.1
Feb. 6, 19921(not yet reported).
VIIt Post-CofivictionMatters
A. Out-&Time Motiom for New
Trial and ADD& Abatement
1, NmlyLdiscoveredevidence Coua
of Appeals had jurisdiction to abate
appeal sathat defendantcould fileoutof-tfme motion for new trial based an
newlydkov&d evidence;abating the
appeal for such a purpose would not
disturb the j u h e n t , and the court
would not be extending its jurisdiction.
Claim of newly discovered evidence
would not be cognizable by habeas
corpus. HarrSsu. State, 818 S.W.2d 231
flex. App. - San Antonio 1991, no
ner ).
2. lncfl'cclive Assistmce of (:ounsel:
( i w I woukl not pcrmitappelh~tlo u.e
an out-01'-lime motion for ncw trial t u
obtain an evidentiaiy hearing as to
whether he was denied effective assistance of counsel, as the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel was cognizable in a post+onvictlon writ of
h%eas corpus. If counsel's allegedly
deficient performance and resulting
prejudice to defendant are readily apparent from the record, whether in trial
or ina hearing on a motionfor newtrial,
the claimmaybe raised and disposed of
properly on direct appql, but if either
of the twa factors depends on matters
not contained in the rewrd,the claim
would best be raisedina poSf?conviction

.~-~.

application for writ of habeas corpus,
where an appellant could rely on facts
that would not appear in the appellate
record. BowLBrv. Stafe*822 S.w.2d 334
[Tat. App.
San Antonio 1991, no
pet J.
3. Imaeachment of T q Veract
Jury di~cussionofparolelaw
becomes
reversible error h e n it is shown that
there was: (11 a misstatement of the
law, (2) assertedas a fact; (31 by one
professing to know the law; (4)which
wasrelied upon by the other jurors; (51
who for that reason changed theu vote
to harsher punishment. Tx. Rule Crim.
Evid 606 Cbjis more expanswethan its
federal counterpart and allowsjurors to
give &davits about 'any maaer" as
long as it is "relevant to the validity of
the verdict". Parole law discusion is
one suchmatter. Buentelloo. Stare, No.
1033-89 (Toe. Crim. App., arch 4,
1992) h a t yet reported).
C. More Liberal Policv Concerning
Preservation of Faor?
1. Tex. Crim. App. allows general
objection, "hearsay," to preseme error
of "outcry" mtimony beyond scope of
nofice under CCP art. 38.072. Court
went on to make general policy statement that we should all quote back to
them when specificity is an issue: "To
be sure, there are reported cases which
seem to take a more shvish and
unforgiving approach, but these have
dwindled in importance as they have in
frequency. Contemporary examples
are now few and far between and it is
our purpose that theybecomeeven less
common in the fuhm . . As regards
specificity,all a party has to do to avoid
the fotkiture of a complaint on appeal
is to let the trial judge h o w what he
wants, why hethinks himself entitledm
it, and to do so clearly enough For the
judge to understand him at the time
when the trial court is in a pmper
position to do something about it."
Lanksm u. Srate, No. 109490 Qex.
Crim. App., March 4, 1992).
2. If the Prosecuror Ofkrs to "Connect itua" Make HimDo It: Ifthe State
offers some type of evidence, you object, and then the State says that they
intend tn "connect it up," and they
don't, then you must renewyour objection, ask for an instruction, md move
for a mistrial or you have waived your
objection. Inthis case,the State offered
general evidence about the "&&an
Brotherhood' but never proved that
defendant was a member. This could

-
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also happen where an extraneous offense occurred but your defendant is
not shown to be the perpetrator. Fuller
v. State, No. 71,046 (Tex. Crim. App.,
Mar. 25, 1992) (not yet reported).
3. The 3 Stem of Objection: Typically
involving a non-responsiveanswer, the
procedure is to object, move for an
instruction to disregard and move for a
mistrial, in that order. The Court says
now that the important principle is to
press the specific objection to the point
of obtaining an adverse ruling. It has
been held that a request for mistrial,
which was overruled, followed by a
granted request for an instruction to
disregard, was sufficient to preserve
error. Fuller v. State, No. 70,881 (Tex.
Crim. App., Mar. 25, 1992) h o t yet
reported).
IX. Probation Revocation/ Deferred/A~~eal
A. ADD^;^ Limited to Issues Provided
bv Statute
A party may appeal only that which
the legislature has authorized. Although
the statute allows an appeal of all proceedings after adjudication of guilt on
the original charge, it has been held that
any such point of error must be directed
only to the judgment of the trial court
and not to the trial court's decision to
proceed with an adjudication of guilt.
Olowosuko u. State, No. 074-91 (Tex.
Crim. App., Mar. 11, 1992) (not yet
reported).
B. Deferred May be Revoked Without Presence of Counsel
Trial court proceeded to adjudication
of guilt when defendant's attorney was
not present. Proper action of appellate
courtwould be to dismiss appeal. There
is n o right under the U.S. or Texas
Constitutions to appellate review of
criminal convictions. Thus, the question is governed by statute and 42.12, g
5(b) CCP specifically provides that no
appeal shall be taken from the trial
court's decision to proceed with an
adjudication of guilt. Pbynes v. State,
No. 1132-90 (Tex. Crim. App., Feb. 26,
1992) (not yet reported).
C. No A-peal From Alleged Error of
Trial Court in Denvine Suooression
Motion in Proceedine to Adjudicate

Guilt
Defendant was not appealing from
the original conviction, or from a ruling
on a pretrial motion from the original
conviction. Defendant was appealing
the ruling on a prehearing motion to
suppress evidence considered at the
JULY 1992

motion to proceed. The statute doer
not permit this. Wienbrinkv.State, No.
01-91-00385-CR Vex. App. -Houston
[lst Dist.1 Feb. 27, 1992, - (not yet
reported).
D. Deferred Revocation Does,
However. Reauire a Se~aratePunishment Hearing
The trial court must afford a defendant
a separate punishment hearing following an adjudication of guilt and defendant must be allowed an opportunity to
present punishment evidence. Issa v.
State, No. 1155-90 (Tex. Crim. App.,
Jan. 29, 1992) (not yet reported).

E. Note:

.

Is deferred such a bargain.
after all?
"
X. Substantive Offenses
A. "Slang-terms" not "Exoress R e p
resentations"
1. Simulated Controlled Substance:
Undercover officer purchased substance
from defendant that defendant claimed
was "rock." Express representation
using the name of the controlled substance as defined by statute is required
under art. 4476-15(b), § 2 (a) (1) RCS,
forerunner of current Health and Safety
Code. Therefore, the slang term "rock"
was insufficient to constitute an express
representation. Boykin u. State, 818
S.W.2d 782 (Tex. Crim. App. 1991).
2. Receivino Stolen Pro~eny: Undercover cop sold defendant goods,
saying that they had been "ripped off."
However, PC § 31.03 (b) (3) deals with
receiving stolen property that has been
"expressly represented to be stolen.
Applying Boykin, the Court found that
"ripped off' or even "stolen" might
mean that the property had been purchased at an extreme discount so the
undercover officer must say "unlawfully
appropriated" to the defendant to get a
conviction. Flowers v. State, No. 08.8800352-CR (Tex. App. - El Paso, Feb.
19, 1992) (not yet reported).
B. Nonpelformance of Contract Not

Theft

A disputed claim over ownership of
property does not authorize a conviction for theft. The mere fact that one
fails to return or pay back money after
Failing to perform a contract, for the
performanceof which money was paid
in advance, does not constitute theft.
Defendant must have intent nor to
2erform at time he takes money.
Zriminal courts are not the forum for
ietermination of disputed rights under
:onstruction contracts. Stockman v.
Ytate, No. 05-90-00830-CR (Tex. App.

- Dallas, Jan. 8, 1992) (not yet re-

ported).
C. Possession Must Involve Visible
Duantitv of Cocaine
Matchbox contained quantity of cocaine in amount of 0.6 milligrams.
Cocaine must be capable of being seen
without aid of microscope. Distinguishes
Cbavez,768 S.W.2d 366, where cocaine
was in plastic baggie, the usual type of
container, and where that defendant
was carrying a gun. Campbell u. State,
No. A-14-90-00928-CR (Tex. App. Houston [14thDist.l,Jan. 16, 1992) (not
yet reported).
D. Drua Offenses Where Defendant
has No Drugs (Disturbine Trends)
1. Attem~tedPossession of Drugs:
"Factual impossibility" is no defense
where undercover officers never had
any drugs for sale and never intended to
produce any drugs or even counterfeit
drugs. Defendant need only negotiate
to purchase the drugs andshow up with
money. This makes it easier because
the State does not have to prove up
"adulterants and dilutants" or w o w
about 803 (8) (B) because there are no
drugs to analyze. Giddingsu.State, 816
S.W.2d 538 (Tex. App.-Dallas, 1991,
pet. ref.).
2. Corroborated Offer to Sell: Does
not require proof of actual substance.
Corroboration element may be supplied
by delivery of countefeit controlled
substance but defendant gets stuck with
the greater punishment. No transfer
need take place. Defendant need not
even have a controlled substance. Offense complete when, by words or
deeds, a person knowingly or intentionally offers to sell what he states is a
controlled substance. Vivanco v. State,
No. B14-90-00200-CR (Tex. App. Houston 114th D i d , Feb. 6, 1992) (not
yet reported).
3. "Partv" Deliveries:
a. Appellant drove for the actual
transferor, told undercover offker that
he was a drug dealer and that he could
handle future transactions, "shooee
away bystanders and inspected the
money. Jury charge must contain application paragraph as to "parties" under PC 5 7.02 (a) (2). Jimeneyu. State,
739 S.W.2d 499 (Tex. App. - Corpus
Christi 1987, pet. ref.), cert. den:lO9
S.Ct. 101.
b. Appellant contacted under cover^
officer, introduced officer to agent of
seller who negotiated price, drove officer to supplier's residence, arranged
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second meeting between officer and
supplier, and demanded some of the
drugs or money as payment. This was
sufficient evidence to constitute him as
a party to the delivery. Presence at a
drug sale may be a circumstance taken
with other facts, tending to prove that
the defendantwasa ''party" to a delivery.
Courts may look to events that occwed
before, during, andafterthe c o m s i o n
of the offense. Here, defense anomey
failed to object to the failure of the
charge to apply the law of "parties" to
the facts. m a n u, State, 636 S.W.272
App, -Atnardlo 1982, pet ref ).
c. Appellant inspected the money,
used some of the cocaine, told the
officer it was alright, and told officer
that he could get better stuff in the
future at a better price Wesfallu.State,
663 S.W.2d 664 (Tex. App. - Corpus
Christi 1983, pet, ref.).
d. Appellant led officers to apamnent
complex, where agents bought drugs
fromunknown3rd-party, andAppellant
requested sample of cocaine. Lacy u.
State, 782 S.W.2d 556 CTex App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1989, no pet.).
e. Appellant inspected sample,said it
was "good stuff, man" and asked for
some. This was said to be a "party"
offense sinceAppellantisopinion"aided
the seller by encouraging the agent to
go through with the purchase," Garza
L, u, State, 573 S.W.2d 536 Gex. Crim.
App. 1978).
f. Ouestion How little lmlvement
will be too little?

vex.

Pathologist
Continued frompage 19
3. Medical Simulatfon
A relat~elynew development in
medical demonstrative evidence is the
use of plastic smulationsof bodies and
body parts to depict specific conditions
or injuries or to reconstrua the manner
of their occurrence, Lrbe the medical
illustration m the attached Figure "C"
which depicts the functionalposition ol
the body in a drawing, the medical
simulation, such as the use of a full
body mannequin, can depict the same
subject in a three-dimensional manner.
An example of this technique was used
in a case to demonstrate the position of
the assallant at the m e the victim was
shot. Using the services of a medical
plastics laboratory,full body simulation
was depicted in the mannequin shown

in Figure "D." This mannequin illustrates entrance wounds andexitwounds
on the deceased's body as well as the
angle and trajectory of the shots. Such
a model dramatically enhances the
pathologist's explanation of autopsy
findings and makes the injury and its
consequences most understandable to
the court and jury
A related use of medcal simulation
involves the use of models of body
pam to illustrate a speafic disease or
injury. Examples would be plastic
models of musculoskeletal injuries including the cemical and lumbar spine,
knees, ankles, and elbows, as well as
plastic models of the brain and skull to
demonstme particular consequences
of trauma. Medical simulation enables
the pathologistto explain graphicallyto
the jury the consequences of a disease
or injury to the human body.
4. Forensic Photography
Another valuable evidentiary wntributfon of the pathologist's study is the
use of forensic photography. High
quality photographs are used by the
forensic pathologist to graphically depict a given accident, injury or death.
The field of forensic photography is a
rapidly growing field with qualified
grofessionalphotographers being used
to assure that the photographs are of
goodqualtty. The pathologist may wish
to have pictures made of the deceased
or injured person, of the site of the
accident or death, or of the physical
evidence such as weapons, clothing,
and so forth. For a general discussion
of the use of medical photography in
the presentation of expert medical testimony, See, Scott, Photographic Eut-

d m e (2nd E. 19691, Stevens, Medical
Phofography, B e Right to Ptwacy and
Privrlege, 20 Med Trial E.Tech.Q. 456
(1978). In see!sing to subsequently
admit such photographs at trial, the
practitioner must be sure to remember
questions of relevancy and admissibility under Texas Rules of Evidence 403.
Furthermore, as with other types of
demonstrative evidence, the photographs must prove to be accurate representations of the subject matter and
useful to the jury's understanding of the
testimony. Where a pathologist has
arranged for such photographs to be
taken as part of his analysis of the case,
everyeffoashould be madeto introduce
these photographs into evidence for
use during the pathologist's testimony.
C. Blood Spatter Analysis
A relatively recent development of
crime scene investigation, the interpretation of blood spatters, had been formalized only m the past ten to twelve
years. The pattern of blood m relation
to the victmfs location, the nature of the
wounding, and the movement of the
victim after wounding are an parts of
this type of analysis. Bloodspattas and
their patterns are subject to change and
deterioration as time passes after the
wounding event. Photography is one
method of preserving th~stype of evdence. Pathologists with knowledge of
the characteristics of blood and bleeding may have a unique skill to help the
crime scene investigator interpret blood
spatter patterns.
D. Integration of Wounds and
Weapons Analysis
Not infrequently the pathologist will
use or request infoanationfurnished by
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experts in firearms,weapons or ballistic
analysis. In most cases, the recovered
projectile or projectile fragments taken
in combination with other pieces of
physical evidence can yield information
regarding the cause and manner of
death. Most handguns and rifles leave
a characteristic imprint on a portion of
the bullet after the primer is discharged
but before the projectile leaves the
barrel of the weapon. These characteristics, striations, or markings will in
most cases still be microscopically visible if the bullet is presemd or recovered intact from the body. By comparing a bullet found in the body with a
sample bullet fired from a suspected
weapon, the firearm examiner and forensic pathologist can determine with a
high degree of accuracy the type and
caliber of ammunition used, its characteristics, and whether the specific
weapon did or did not cause the injury.
A related inquiry, also involving the
use and preservation of physical evidence in the field, involves other types
of weapons as opposed to firearms.
Not infrequently a severe stab wound in
a given individual will result in microscopic portions of the victim's skin, hair
and blood being left on the blade of the
knife or on the knife's handle. Even
thorough washing or cleaning of the
weapon may not necessarily remove all
trace evidence of this type.
When the weapon is examined by the
weapons examiner and the pathologist,
not infrequently thevictim's blood type,
hair structure and skin will provide
virtually conclusive evidence that the
victim was, in fact, stabbed with this
particular weapon.
An unusual type of "weapons" examination is a comparishn of bite impressions sometimes left in human flesh
in violent crimes. By the use of consultant experts in anthropology and
forensic dentistry, the medical examiner can compare bite impressions with
the teeth of a given suspect and thereby
determine, much as with the use of
fingerprints, whether or not the bite
impressions found on the body did in
fact result from the suspect's teeth.
In addition to teeth mark examination, samples of skin tissue (with traces
of the assailant's saliva) and blood
specimen examinationcan also be useful
in evaluating a given "weapon." Not
infrequently in cases involving sexual
assaults, the victim may have severely
scratched the assailant. By suapingthe
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victim's fingernails, valuable information concerning the assailant's race,
blood type and body characteristics
may be ascertained. Each of these
findings is a piece of the puzzle for the
forensic pathologist.
As these examples indicate, no specific item of forensic evidence b e it
a firearm, clothing, body fluid, or other
component parts of the investigationcan be considered alone. Rather, all
must be considered together to attempt
to reconstruct the events of a given
incident as they actually occurred.
F. Use of Physical and Trace Evidence by the Pathologist
Examination of physical evidence is
not limited to body tissue or bodily
fluids. The pathologist can and frequently will use the services of scientific
laboratories to conduct many other
evaluations of physical evidence as indicated. One example of this type of
inquiry occurs when the pathologist
obtains paint particles from the clothing
of an individual who has been killed by
a hit and run driver. By the use of
scientific comparison of paint samples
and the use of the gas chromatography,
the type and color of paint andthe year,
model and make of automobile can
frequently be accurately determined.
In addition, based upon the type of
paint and physical material present in
the victim's body and clothing, the
pathologist can sometimes reconstruct
the area of the vehicle which has been
damaged by the victim's body, thereby
facilitating identification and apprehension of of the suspect.
A related inquiry involving physical
evidence is a comparison of tool marks
or other gouges or scrapings made by
metal objects. The medical examiner,
in conjunction with experts in scientific
evaluation of physical evidence, can
match the gouges in bone made by a
specific chopping instrument. Most
commonly, this technique has application in the investigation of crimes involving burglary in matching marks left
in wooden or solid surfaces. By use of
&is technique, the pathologist and expert in physical scientific evidence can
compare the tool with the mark it left
and determine with a high degree of
accuracy whether the tool in question
actually left that mark. This type of
comparison is also indicated in cases
involvingviolent crimes in whichforcible
entry or some other means of violent
access has been achieved when the

mark can link the assailant to the offense.
V. Presenting the Pathologist to the

Jury
In virtually every case, the key question which the attorney wants the pathologist to answer for the judge and
jury is a relatively simple one: "What
does this particular piece of medical
information or evidence mean?" As the
rules of evidence acknowledge, the
principle benefit of the expert witness
in any case is that the expert has or
possesses knowledge or information
not shared by the lay juror or judge
which will be valuable in interpretation
of the evidence in a given case. It has
been the consistent experience of all
three authors that the greatest effective
use of the pathologist in any trial and
proceeding is thus as a teacher or an
individual who systematicallyinterprets
data for the trier offact. The use of the
pathologist presupposes that the trier of
fact, be it a judge or jury, has a sufficient
understanding of the basic medical information necessary to subsequently
understand the opinions or conclusions
of the pathologist. If the trier of fact
lacks the underlying data to understand
the foundation or significance of the
expert's opinion, the impact of the
pathologist's testimony may be diluted
or lost entirely. Likewise, unless the
trier of fact understands the importance
of a given piece of demonstrative or
physical evidence, the painstaking
laboratory work and preparation may
be wholly lost in their effect on the lay
audience. For the attorney to effectively
use the pathologist as an expert witness,
the attorney must grasp not only the
witness' qualifications and the legal
facts of the case but also the medical
facts of the case and the meaning or
significance of those medical facts.
All too frequently,attorneys who have
only a speaking or superficial understanding of medical concepts or issues
will use medical terms and descriptions
that are obviously understood by the
pathologist but incomprehensible to
the trier of fact. By such a tactic, the
attorney may demonstrate to the trier of
fact that he or she knows the medical
significance of the evidence, butneither
the attorney or pathologist will be able
to effectively communicate the meaning of that information to the jury. A
better technique is to allow the pathologist as a teacher to explain a given
medical term or concept and then to
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apply that concept as it relates to the
evidence inaspecific case. One effective
way of accomplishing this objective is
for the attorney, by his or her questions,
to put himself or herself in the position
of a juror in the case. Counsel who asks
the pathologist to explain the "relationship of attitude and characteristics
of the body to rigor mortis" will be
consistently defeated by the attorney
who asks the pathologist to "explain for
those of us who do not have medical
training what rigor mortis is and how it
relates to the position of the body
followingdeath." Simple, concrete and
descriptive t e r n are far more persuasive than technical medical terminolom.
After the trier of fact has learned to
accept and tmst the pathologist as a
teacher and a reliable source of information, then and only then can the vast
array of scientific and demonstrative
evidence available to the pathologist be
properly utilized. Repetition of key
findings is significant in scientific evidence, demon5trative evidence, or demonstrativeaids. Constant measurement
of the jury's understanding and reinforcement of the knowledge they are
derivingfromthe pathologist'stestimony
is essential. The attorney should constantly emphasizenot only the evidence
that is produced but the witness' interpretation of and assessment of the sigdicance of that evidence. By hard
work and a willingness to understand in
considerable detail the training, functions and capabilities of the pathologist,
the attorney will find an excellentsource
of information that can prove of immeasurable benefitin complexlitigation
involving medical/legal issues.
VI. Responding to the Use of the
Expert Witness
If an attorney faces a situation in
which he knows that a pathologist will
testify against his client as an expert
witness, and if financial concerns pose
no particular barrier, he may wish to
arrange for another pathologist with a
different viewpoint or interpretation to
give testimony in the case. Both experts,
although representing opposite interpretations, may rely on the autopsy
repofl and other physicalfindings in the
case as the basis for their conclusions
and still have very different statements
to make about the method or manner of
disease or death. It has long been
recognized in a criminal context that
there might be conflicting testimony by

expert pathologist witnesses arising from
the same set of facts. See, Gonzales u.
State, 505 S.W.2d819 (Tex.Crim.App.1974). This battle of the experts may
also hold true in a civil case.
For the attorney faced with examining a pathologist expert, it will be
imperative to acquaint oneself with the
proper medical terminology and appropriate medical data for that given
case. If counsel is not familiar with the
appropriate medical terminology or is
otherwise unknowledgeable about the
relevant test data that a given expert
might be using, the results in cross
examination could produce a significant advantage for the opposing counsel. If an attorney is unable to cross
examine the opposing pathologist effectively, he should strongly consider
not cross examining at all. Ineffective
cross examination will only allow the
opposing expert to repeat and emphasize damaging opinions and testimony.
In addition, it may leave the jury or
judge with the abiding notion that the
opposing expert is correct because the
attorney could not successfully address
or refute his or her testimony.
W.Conclusion
The pathologist need not be an obscure medical figure whose specialized
knowledge is too technical for the
preparation of a civil lawsuit. Rather,
the pathologist can senre to capture the
jury's interest and explain the factual
aspects of a case through reference to
test results, evidence, and other pertinent testimony. In any case involving
significant injury, illness, or death, the
pathologist can be a valuable expert
witness. H

Representing a Corporation
Continued frompage 24

3. For a more complete discussion of
the implications of the Federal Guidelines for Sentencing Organizations, see
Criminal Law Committee Update: ABA
General Practice Section Oanuary1992);
"Organizational Sentencing Guidelines
Focus Attention on Corporate Compliance." 50 Crim.L.Rep. (BNA) 1404.
4. See e.g. Unitedstatesu. Micbaud, 907
F.2d. 750, 752 (7th Cir. 1990) (enforcement of IRS summons prohibited after
referral to the Department of Justice).
5. A document review may uncover the
"smoking gun." Assuming the document
is uncovered prior to any government
investigation, what kindofadvice should
be given when upper management asks
"Can't we just lose this?" See Lang, 1%vestigations by Outside Counsel, 15
Litigation No. 1 at 33-34 (Fall 1988).
6. Company counsel will want to
evaluate whether the company wishes/
is obligated to provide individual counsel
to suchemployees or is bettersewed by
simply advising such employees to get
counsel. See g IV (C&D), infra.
7. The importance of such clarification
is demonstrated by ABA Disciplinary
Rule 7-104 (A) (2) which states:
"Duringthe course of his representation
of a client, a lawyer shall not give advice
to a person who is not represented by
a lawyer, other than the advice to secure
counsel, if the interests of such person
are or have a reasonable possibility of
being in conflict with the interest of his
client."
8. "[Tlhe power to waive the corporate
attorney/client privilege rests with the
corporation's management and is normally exercised by its officers and directors. The managers, of course, must
exercise the privilege in a manner
consistent with their fiduciary duty to
act in the best interest of the corporation and not of themselves as individuals." Commodities Future Trading
-.

Footnotes
1. See, e.g.,18 U.S.C. 5 3282 (five years
fgr non-capital offenses); 18 U.S.C. 5
3293 (ten years for certain financial
institution offenses).
2. Companies doing business with
state, county and city governments can
face debarment or other serious administrative sanctions. In this setting it is
imperative that the company retain local counsel who has knowledge of the
idiosyncrasies of the jurisdiction conducting the investigation.

.,

-,

9. 18 U.S.C.5'1512 (b) provides:
Whoever knowingly uses intimidation
orphysical force,threatens, or cormptly
persuades another person, or attempts
to do so, or engages in misleading
conduct toward another person, with
intent to
(1) influence, delay, or prevent the
testimony of any person in an official
proceeding. . . Shall be fined not more
than $250,000 or imprisoned not more
than ten years, or both..
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Clifford Brown
Continued frompage 6
Cliff honed his skills in the pits, learning
the law and ably perfecting the appellate record. From 1950 to 1960 Cliff
appeared as counsel of record in 26
reported appellate cases, many of them
liquor law violations. In some of those
years Cliff had as many as six reported
appellate decisions in a single year.
The week before Christmas 1960,
Lubbock County became wet, voting in
package sales in a single precinct of the
county. Cliff had always been active in
the DWI practice, but this area of the
practice mushroomed in the '6Os, and
he developed a reputation a s one of the
premier DWI defense lawyers in West
Texas. He developed a reputation for
detailed knowledge of the law, and
particular skill in ju~y persuasion in
these cases. As a result, through the
years, many younger lawyers have
sought and received Cliff's free advice
and consultation in the defense of
criminal cases. His specialized knowledge of DWI law resulted in large
numbers of referrals horn civil attorneys
and many invitations to ~ d d r e s sCLE
programs on the topic. As a part of this
practice, he became a master in perfecting error and protecting the appellate record. Cliff has been especially
helpful to young lawyers in teaching
them the practice pointers on how to
protect and preserve anappellate record.
Notwithstandinghis early involvement
inliquor law litigation andDWI defense,
Cliffhas not beenmerely a misdemeanor
DWI lawyer. Through the years of his
practice Cliff has represented clients
charged witha wide diversity of criminal
offenses,from Class C misdemeanors to
capital offenses, from the State Courthouse to the Federal District Court and
the Federal Circuits. Duringhis practice
Cliff has appeared in liquor litigation,
DWI cases, nuisance litigation, theft
cases, pandering cases, arson, assault
and drug cases, homicide cases, hot
check cases, income tax evasion, mail
and wire fraud, bank fraud, currency
reporting offenses, and especially securities act violations.
During the 19605, Cliff was heavily
involved with the defense of securities
act indictments, representing clients as
colorful and unusual as any characters
ever described by Damon Runyan.
During the '60s, if a portion of the blue
JULY 1992

sky were sold in West Texas, Cliff
Brown would most likely represent the
promoteddefendant. Cliff represented
one securities client on multiple prosecutions who was never convicted. Cliff
successfully represented one client nine
times,without conviction, until the client
finally sold, not the blue sky, but shares
in an abandoned gold mine. By this
time, even the appellate courts were
well acquainted with this man and no
amount of artful advocacy could prevent
the inevitable conviction. It is during
this period of securities act litigation
when Cliff recorded one of his most
interesting appellate victories, in the
case of Dean u. State, 433 S.W.2d 173
(Tex.Crim.App. 1968).
Cliff has been involved in the defense
of a variety of criminal offenses during
his practice, but the onslaught of the
drug problem caused him particular
soul searching. His conscientious
scruples against drug usage weighed
heavily on Cliff, and caused him to have
some reluctance to enter drug cases.
However, Cliff stood true to his commitment to the citizen accused, regardless of his personal feelings. In an
early dilemma, Cliff was called upon to
defend the organist of the First United
Methodist Church, Lubbock,Texas, who
was indicted for felony possession of
marijuana. Struggling with his conscience, nevertheless, he undertookthe
defense, regardless of his personal
distaste for the charge, and successfully
defended the client, resulting in probation. Cliff continues to be active in
drug litigation, using many of the skills,
and much of the law that he learned in
liquor litigation.
Through the years Cliff came to be
known as a "lawyer's lawyer," and was
called upon numerous times to represent attorneys charged with criminal
offenses or ethical violations. He has
appeared many times before the grievance committee on behalf of accused
attorneys. In Crauford u. State, 696
S.W.2d 903 (Tex.Crim.App.19851, Cliff
aeversed the conviction of an attorney
charged with sexual abuse of a child,
for charging error identical to the error
which had given rise to a previous
reversal in behalf of Cliff's client in
Sparks u. State, 366 S.W.2d 591
(Tex.Crim.App. 1963). Similarly, in
Walker u. State, 591 S.W.2d 493
(Tex.Crim.App. 19791, Cliff, appearing
on appeal only, reversed the conviction
of a flamboyant Garza County lawyer

falsely accused of the civil offense of
theft of oil field property.
Much of Clifford Brown's law practice is recorded in his reported appellate decisions in Southwestern Reporter.
Cliff appeared as attorney of record in
more than 50 reported criminal appeals,
including cases before the Court of
Criminal Appeals, the intermediate
Courts of Appeal, the Fifth Circuit, and
the United States Supreme Court. Several of these cases made new law subsequently followed in later decisions.
Many of Cliff's appellate cases revealed
fascinating personal interest stones. For
instance, Clifford Brown was attorney
of record in the case of Dean u. State,
237 S.W.2d 314 (Tex.Crim.App. 19511,
the case that stands for the proposition
that proof of the extraneous offense of
rooster fightingis admissible in evidence
upon the trial of a DWI case. McCaleb
u. State, 537 S.W.2d728 (Tex.Crim.App.
1976) records the outrageous blue sky
scheme to sell a gold mine, and the
prosecuting witness' greed and avarice.
In a case tried in Cliff's home town of
Higgins, Texas, Forbaugh u. State, 492
S.W.2d 516 (Tex.Crim.App. 19731, the
college student appellant was assessed
a sentence of 30 days probation for
assault on a peace officer. Mr.
Porbaugh's conviction was reversed for
chargingemr onthe righttoselfdefense.
Clifford Brown was attorney of record
on appeal in United States u. Womack,
454 F.2d 1337, 24 A.L.R. Red. 276 (5th
Cir. 19721, in which the Fifth Circuit
reversed the notorious Judge Earnest
Gwen, ordered him recused, and
abolished the infamous Blue charge
which had permitted federal judicial
comment on the weight and sufficiency
of the evidence and uedibility of the
witnesses. This is probably one of the
most important victories in his practice,
resulting in practical relief from judicial
prejudice for the individual trial lawyer
and his client.
In Standley u. State, 517 S.W.2d 538
(Tex.Crim.App. 19751, 13 A.L.R. 4th
125511, Cliffwas employed to represent
the probationer on appeal from revocation of felony probation, although he
had not represented the defendant at
trial. The Court of Criminal Appeals
reversed the revocation and conviction
in Standley, ruling that a collateral attack on a fundamentally defective, void
indictment wiU lie o n appeal from revocation of probation, thoughnot raised
by direct appeal from the conviction. In
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pefmittingthis collateralamck,the court
in Standley established a new rule, allowing collatdanackbyappeal, rather
than by writ of habeas corpus or direct
appeal, and in the process overruled
previous law. Burton S. Burks, Cliffs
first partnererafter reading the Standkp
case, and not knowing that Cliff was
employed only on appeal, wPote to
inqvire'Didn't f teach you to object to
the indictment? Stand& has been
eited and followed in more than eighty
reported appellate decisions and journal articles.
In the case ofDeawv.State,433 S.W.2d
173 CTex.Crim.App. 1978) C l i f f reversed
asecuritiesact "blue sky" conviction on
Motion for Rehearing. Judge Onion,
reIativeIy new to the Court of Criminal
Appeals bench at that time, withdrew a
previousscholarlyo p i n i i and reversed
the conviction, holding that even a
"blue sk-)" salesman is entitled to an
affirmative submission of every defensive theory raised by the evidence, and
a jurytrial, ratherthanajuryinstruction,
concerning what amounts to a "public
solicitation" in violation of statute.
Apparently the scholarly theoriesof the
original opinion in the Dsall case succumbed to the practical realities of
Criminal pmrcice on Motion for Rehearing.
III Parker v. State, 385 S.W.2d 390
Crex.Crim.App. 19651 Cliff, with the
help of the Court of Crimtnal Appeals,
shivered the timbers of prosecutors
statewide by complaining on appeal
that a hot check complaint alleging a
check "of the tenor following," and
containing a photograph of a check
marked "insufficient funds" shows that
the bank was not defrauded, but had
actual nottce of the insufficient funds
when the check was presented. The
CoUrtaf Criminal Appeals, reversing on
the other grounds, remarked that,
"Upon fuaher prosecution growing
out of this transaction, the complaint
and infomation should contain allegations thatthe words "insufficient funds"
and "account closed" were addedm the
imtnvnent, if they were, after it was
passed to the injured party and proof
should he adduced to support such
allegations."
In UnitedStsltesv. Lane, 735 F . Z799
~
C5thcir. 198.41,CliiordBrownpersuaded
the Fifth Circuit to reverse a conviction
forthe m r o f mbjoinderinviolationof
Rule 8 b ) of .the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. The United States Supreme

Court granted cross petitions for certio-

rari,andruled thatharmlesserrorreview
is mandatory evenin cases of misjoinder.
UnitedStatelsv. LaneI 474 US. 438 106
S.Ct 725 88 L.Ed.Zd 814 Cl986). Cliff
appeared and personally argued the
case before the high court only to have
the Court find that the error was
hamless. Although the Coun ruled
against Cliff on appeal, the decision
resolved a conflict among the circuits
which were evenly split on the applicability of the harmless error mle to
misjoindet.
Clifford Brown has been an active
and successful appellate criminal lawyer, but this should not mislead one to
believe that his clients were uniformly
convicted. Some of his best service for
the citizen a c m d is unrecorded, except in many judgments of acquittal.
There have been many. Cliff successfulIy defended and acquitted one of
multiple co-defendants indicted in the
United States District Court for the
NoahernDistrictof Texas for a scheme
to defraud the Unitedstates Department
ofAgficulture by thefraudulent transfer
of cotton allotments. Similarly, in that
same United States Distrid Court for the
NotthernDistribofTexas,Cliffacquitted
a citizen of four counts of income tax
violations. In the fmt state organized
crime prosecution in Texas, Cliff successfully represented two of 3D defendants, achievmg an instructed verdict
and juty verdict of not guilty. His DWI
acquittals are innumerable.
Clifford Brown has always enjoyed
the respect and admiration of the
members of thebcnchand bar. In1985,
for the first time in the history of Texas
criminaljurlspmdencesincethe days of
theRepublic, the legislature p n t e d the
Court of Criminal Appeals authority to
promulgaterules of post trial, appellate,
and review procedurein crimid cases.
The Court of Griminal Appeals on the
nomination ofJudge Onion, appointed
Clifford W. Brown as the first chairman
of the advisory committee to the Texas
Court of C1.iminalAppeals on rules of
appellate procedure. Cliff continues to
serve:in this capadty.
Cliff graduapd from Texas Technw
logical College in 1942, and voluntarily
enhsted in the United States Army Air
Corp. He flew 51 combat missions as
the pilot of a E l 7 crew, serving under
General Mark Clark and Major General
Twindng in the Italian campaign and
the invasion of Southern France with

Patton during World War II He was
awarded the DistinguishedFlying Cross
in 1991, almost 40 years after s a w a
disabled B-17 and its crew. Cliff entered the UniversityofTexas LawSchool
in 1946, on the accelerated GI program
and graduated in 1948. Although he
loves the cnminal praaice, Cliff is engaged in a balanced and varied general
practice of law always as a trial lawyer.
The law, although a jealous mistress,
was never permitted to W e r e with
his fafnily and community obligations.
Cliff married Ginny Brown October 1,
1943. They have two children. Robert
MichaeIBmwnhaspraaicedasaparmer
in Cliffs law firm since October 1,1973,
25 yeaw to the day after Cliff enteredthe
practice of law. Their daughter Susan
Brown Dennib earned a Ph.D, and
teaches Spanish at Teaas A&M University. C l i and Ginny have two g m d children, Karhenne Elizabeth Dennis
and John David Dennis. Consistent
with his law practice, and his concern
and dedication for individuals. Cliff has
had an active and diligent spiritual life.
Cliffhasbeenthe SundaySchool teacher
for the lamar Forrest Sunday Schaol
Ch@ofForreSHeighrsUnitedMethodist
Church in Lubbock for more than 35
years and served as the conference
layleader for the Northwest Texas
Codexace of the United Methodist
Church.
Clifford W. Brown was a charter
member of the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Assxiation, a member of its
Board ofDirectors,and presidentof the
Association in 198243. Cliff was the
founding president of the Lubbock
Criminal Defense Iawyefs Association
in 1980.

.

practice as a crlminal defense lawyer,
Weldon then sat onthe other side ofthe
table and successfully defended Billy
toe Wade, who was charged with robbery in Fed& Court in Tyler, Tern.
Weldon was appointed to represent
Wade and on appeal raised the issue of
the defendantWadehavingbeen placed
In a line-up without caunsel being
present, a violation of the Sixth
hendment r&ht to Counsel of the
Federal Constitution. The Fifth Circuit
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Court of Appeals agreed with Weldon's
position and the US. Supreme Court
likewise agreed with the posiuon of
Weldon that an indmdual was entitled
to have counsel present at any line-up.
Qncidentally, Thurgood Marshall was
Solicitor General at the time and disqualified himself from representing the
government because he agreed w ~ t h
the position of Weldon m the matter.)
Later Weldon was appointed by the
Federal Court to represent David Jessie
Graves on a wnt of habeas corpus
wherein the defendant had been convicted of the offense of rape and had
msed the issue that he had given a
blood sample by subterfuge. Weldon
successfullyraised the issue that where
the authorities had, to be most kind,
been "less than totally fmnk" with the
defendanr; that such was improper.
Weldon raised the issue that such was
an unlawful search of the defendant's
body, he not having beeninformed and
voluntarily given his consent to he
matter. The Court of Appeals for the
Flfth Circuit agreed with Weldon's posltion. The Supreme Court of the United
States noted jurisdiction of the matter
and then instructed Weldon to file a I

memorandum in oppositton in order
for the US. Supreme Court not to hear
the matter and to allow the Fifth C~rcuit
ruling to stand.
During the nationally known drug
bust of 1979 and '80 in Smith County,
Texas, Weldon defended the target
defendant "Ken Bora" and after four
trials resulting in hung juries and the
defendant havrng been charged with
another matter and being convicted,
the defendant, Ken Bora, was released
on a writ of habeas corpus and the two
undercover officers entered pleas of
guilty in the Federal Court of EastTexas
and received penitentiarysentences and
the in&ctments against the 200 young
people improperly accusedandindicted
were dismissed.
During this active law practiceWeldon
also participated in var1ou.s Bar activities including being president of the
local Junior Bar, a member of the local
Bar Directors, also senring on various
statewide Bar committees mvolvmg
court costs and delay, penal code and
procedure committee andat the present
t h e continues to serve on State Bar
committees.

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, a director and served as president of the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association in 1976-77. He is
also a member of the C r d Defense
Lawyers Project, Educational Committee and former chairman, which utihzes
the abilities of outstanding lawyers for
lectures and for increasing the competence of the Bar on both sides of the
table m the handling of prosecutions of
criminal matters. It especially accentuates mcreasmg the pool of lawyers
capable of being appornted as criminal
defense counsel as required by the
courts. Weldon also serves as a lecturer
on various subjects including preservation of error on appeal and jury selection in criminal cases.
Weldon's nonprofessional activity
includes being presidentof the Optimist
Club of Tyler, various fraternal activities, including being past Master of St.
John's Masomc Lodge No. 53 of Tyler,
Texas, a member of the Chapter and
Councd and a Knight Commander of
the Commandery and also a charter
member of the SharonTempleShnne of
Tyler.
I
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Under attack: Fighting the federalization of your state Bill of Rights and developing state
jurisprudence on search and seizure-Rod Ponton, El Paso, TX
A The attack on the Fifth Amendment Dissolution of Miranda-David Lewis, New York, NY
Phinorities and non-citizens under attack--Constance Crooker, Portland, OR
A Police misconduct and 1983 actions-Stephen Yagman, Los Angeles, CA
A Under attack from the media:
More than General Noriega-David Lewis, New York, NY
A Winnlng your case on the facts-Juanita Brooks, San Diego, CA
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r
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evenlng,
handllng. all taxes and aiscounts on sporr activites and tours.
. airport transfers,baggage
..
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search and s e e

(10) warrant, they may not obtain a
subsequent
warrant for mere evidence.
C o n t h u e ~ r n p a g 15
e
The language regarding subsequent
searches m Stoggan should not be inthan "county court at law judge" was
terpreted inconsistentlywith Art. 18.01
not error smce the judge was judicially
Cd1.l.
known as a counry court at law judge,
In King u. State, 746 S.W.2d 515
and his status could be inferred from
CTex.App.-Dallas 1988, pet. refd), the
the signature block. The court also
court held that the subsequent warrant
noted that even if there were error, the
prohibition did not apply to two federal
error was similar to a typographical
searches of the same property under
error and would not vitiate the warrant,
federal warrants.
citing Rosgeau u. SMte, 738 S.W.2d 651
The statute prohibits evidentiary
(Tex.Cr.App. 1987).
waprantsfromissuancefor an accused's
In Green u. State, 799 S.W.2d 756
personal writings. In Mchrascb v.Sfate,
Dex.Cr.App. 1990),theCourtmentioned 698 S.W.Zd443 (TexApp-Dallas 1985,
the danger in using pre-signedwarrants.
no pet.), the Court held that a list of
B. Special Warrants.
stolen property was not a personal
1 Evidentiary warrants.
writing,and did relate to the defendant's
A search warrant issued under Art.
illegitimate business of burglarizing
18.02 C101, V.A.C.C P., for property or
safety deposit boxes. Thus,the kwas
items, except the personal writings of
subject to seizure under Art. 18.02 (101,
the accused, constituting evidence of
V.A.C.C.P.
an offense or tending to show a particular
2 Warrants issued to photograph an
Derson committedanoffenseis referred
injured child.
io as an "evidentiaq warrant." ~ubseUnder Art. 18.OKa), V.A.C.C.P., a
quentsearchwamts may notbeissued
search warrant may be issued by a
pursuant to Art. 18.02 (lo), to search the
magistrate ordering a peace officer to
same person, place or thing subjected
photograph a child and deliver the film
to a prior search under that article.
to the magistrate. Such a warrant may
In Scoggan u. State, 736 S.W.2d 239
be issuedon allegations that the childis
CTex.App.--Corpus Christi 19871revs'd
the nctim of injury to a child, sexual
on other grounds, 799 S.W.2d 679, the
assault of a child, or aggravated sexual
State obtained an evidentii search
assault of a child according to Art.
warrantunderArt. 18.02(10),V.A.C.C.P.,
18.021(a), V.A.C.C.P.
that authorhd seizure of photographs
Subsection Ic3 of Art. 18.021 states
of nude minor females and clothing- for
that a warrant issued to search for and
minor females. During the search,
photogtaph a child must meet the repolice seized magazines containing
quirements of Art. 18.04, V.A.C.C.P.
sexually explicit material, cut out adSubsection (d) indicates that the child
vertisements for sexually explicit
may not be removedfrom the premises
magazines and book, pornographic
except under Sec. 17.03 of the Family
pamphletsand otherbooks. On appeal,
Code. Subsection (e) requires that the
the defendant argued that police imwarrant be executed by a person of the
properly seized m a t e d not specif~dly same sex as the victim, and the assistant
described in the warrant. The Court of
must be with the victm when the
Appeals agreed that the material seized
photographs are taken.
was madmEssib1e because it was not
3. Warrants for fire marshals and
specifidly described in the waniint
health officers.
[Note: In Stoggan, the Court noted
Article 18.05, V.A.C.C.P., provides for
that the legislature has decided that
soecializedsearchwarrantsto be issued
officers should return to the magistrate
L; a ffire marshal or health officer of any
for a probable cause determination,
poWcal subdivision in order to insoect
rather than vest that determination with
any prcmises to detennirie the presencc
the officersmaking a search pursuant t~
<)Fa tirc or helrltti hazard, or a violation
an Art. 18.02 (10)warrant. Article 18.01
of any fire or health regulation, statute,
(dl, V.A.C.C.P., states that subsequent
or ordinance. There must be sufficient
warrants may not be issued under Art.
fa& to support a probable cause fmding
18.02 (101 to search the same person,
that a fire or health hazard or violation
place, or thing subjected to a prior
is present in the p m e s sought to be
search under Art. 18.02 (10). Thus, if
scxclied. 'llic magistrate is not limited
officers discover evidence during a
to widrncc of specific: knowlrdgu research conducted under an Art. 18.02

garding a particular fre or health h a -

ard in detmnining probable cause, but
may consider other factors listed in Art.
18.05Cc). Given that the magistrate is
limited to the "four corners" of the
affidav~t,see Sec. B. 3, infra, any additional factors listed in Subsection <c)
must be alleged in the affidavit
4. Court ordem for interception of
wire or oral communications.
Another specialized search warrant
may be issued in order to intercept wire
or oral communications. Article 18.20,
V.A.C.C.P., provides for such an order
under strict circumstances. There must
be sufficient facts to support probable
cause to believe that the interception
will provide evidence of commission of
a felony underthe ControlledSubstances
Act or Dangerous Drug Act.
The application for the interception
inust contain the informauon hsted in
Section 8 of the anicle. That section
commences with the language 'To be
valid," so the application requirements
are essentialfor proper order. After the
application is submitred, an order may
I x entered if tl~cjudge detennincs 11131:
(1 )thcrc is omhahlccausr 11) ln4ievr thxt
a person may have committed or is
about to commit a particular offense
under the Controlled Substances or
Dangerous Drug Acts: (2) the interception will disclose communications
concerning the offense, (3) normal investigation procedures are insufficient;
C4) the fadtities from which the communication 1s to be intercepted are
connected to the person; and (5) covert
entty is or is not required to install the
equipment.
Section Cb) lists the requirements for
the order, which correspond to the
application requirements.
In CmeilIo, et al. v. State, 810 S.W.2d
180 (Tex.Cr.App. 19901, the Court of
Criminal Appeals considered a judge's
authority to order a wiretap. The judge
was empowered to act in Travis and
Navarro Counties, and the listeningpost
for the wiretap was located in Navanr,
County, but the two phones to be
tapped were in Ellis County. later, the
Navam County District Attorney obtained an order from the judge for a
wiretap on a phone in Navarro County.
The Court of Criminal Appeals held that
the relevant location for judicial authorization was not the listentq post,
but rather the place where the wiretap
device was physically located. Also, a
coaununication is 'interceptes' where
JULY 1992
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the wiretap is physically located. Since
two wiretaps were place inEllis County,
and since the judge was not empowered to order wiretaps for that county,
the intercepts and the information obtained from the intercepts was not admissible. The Court concluded, however, that the error was not reversible
under Tex.R.App.Pro.81(b)(2).
In Catillo and Castillo v. State, 818
S.W.2d803(Tex.Cr.App.19911,thecourt
considered whether the wiretap information obtained in the previous cases
and admitted in these cases as well
should have been suppressed under
the wiretap exclusionary rule in Art.
18.20, VA.C.C.P. The Court noted that
inclusion of tainted allegations in an
affidavit did not automatically render
the affidavit insufficient; rather, the
tainted infomation should be deleted
and the rest of the information considered to determine whether probable
cause is established. The sworn allegations in the affidavit in the instant
wiretap, to support probable cause.
The Court also held that wiretapping
should not he used in situations in
which traditional investigative techniques would suffice to expose the
crime.
In Guerra v. State, 760 S.W.2d 681
(Tex.App.--Corpus Christi 1988, pet.
ref'd), the court considered whether the
affidavit submitted in support of the
wiretap request stated sufficient facts to
constitute probable cause. The court
discounted several paragraphs in the
affidavit because the informer was not
shown to be reliable, applied the Gates
standard for probable cause, and concluded that the warrant established
probable cause.
In Daniel v. State, 704 S.W.2d 952
(Tex.App.-Fort Worth 1986, no pet.),
the appellate court held that Art. 18.20
was constitutional under both state and
federal law. The Court declined to
consider whether the affidavitcontained
sufficientfacts to support probable cause
because neither the warrant nor the
affidavit were included in the record.
5. Pen registers.
Article 18.21, V.A.C.C.P., allows a
to obtain information material to the
investigation of a criminal offense.
In Richardson v. State, - S.W.2d(Tex.App.-Amarillo, delivered NoJULY 1992

vember 21,19911, the Court of Appeals
held that use of a pen register did not
constitute a search under the Texas and
federal constitutions. The Court of
CriminalAppeals remandedthe decision
to the Court of Appeals for reconsiderations under Heitman v. State, 815
S.W.2d 681 (Tex.Cr.App. lWl), noting
that the cases used by the Court of
Appeals adhered to the former rule that
the Texas Constitution was not to be
interpreted more broadly than its federal counterpart. Richardson v. State,
-S.W.2d- Tex.Cr.App. No. 14-92,
delivered March 4, 1992).
6. Application of the good faith
exception to special warrants.
Article 38.23(b), V.A.C.C.P.,sets forth
a good faith exception to the exclusionary rule when a law enforcement
officer reasonably relies on a warrant
issued by a neutral magistrate based on
probable cause. See discussion, infra.
Since there is no specific language to
the contrary, this exception applies to
evidence obtained pursuant to one of
the preceding special warrants. Even
though the rules are specific and detailed, failure to adhere to these rules
may not bar admission of evidence
obtained under a special warrant as
long as the applicable probable cause
requirements are met.
7. Federal "sneakand peek" warrants.
In United States v. Villegas, 928 F.2d
512 (2nd Cir. 19901,the court discussed
a warrant issued forthe limited purpose
of taking photographs of the supposed
drug operation, referred to as a "sneak
and peek" warrant. The Fourth
Amendment extends to warrants issued
for intangibles. United States v. New
York Telephone Co., 434 U.S. 159 (1977)
(pen register surveillance), Silverman v.
United States, 365 U.S. 505 (19611, and
Katz. The court then set out safeguards
necessary to balance the individual's
privacy and property interests against
appropriate law enforcement interests.
8. FirstAmendmentmaterialwarrants.
a. Federal law.
If officers want to seize large quantities of books, f h s , or other First
Amendment material, for possible destruction as obscene contraband, the
typical warrant protections are not
sufficient. Rather, there must be a prior
judicial determination of obscenity in
an adversary proceeding to protect the
public's rights to First Amendment
material. A Quantity of Copies ofB00ks
v. K a m $ 378 US. 205, 84 S.Ct. 1723,

12 L.Ed.2d 809 (1964). See also Heller
v. New York, 413 US. 483,93 S.Ct. 2789,
37 L.Ed.2d 745 (1973).
If, however, officers merely seek to
obtain a.limited number of copies of
allegedly obscene publications for
evidentiary purposes, then a separate
judicial ohscenityheatingisnotiequired.
See 2 W. LaFave, Search and Seizure
Sec. 4.1(c), at 126 (1987).
hHellq the Supreme Court held that
seizure of a particular film for the purpose of preserving it as evidence, when
there is no showing that seizwe prevented continuing exhibition of the
film, is constitutionally permissible if
several conditions are met. The seizure
must be made pursuant to a warrant,
issued after a finding of probable cause
by a neutral magistrate. Following the
seizure at the request of any interested
party, an adversary proceeding must be
held so the court may make a prompt
judicial determination as to whether the
material is obscene.
The Supreme Court has also held that
the probable cause standard applicable
to First Amendment materials is not
more stringent than that applied to
general warrants. New York v. Video,
Inc., 106 S.Ct. 1610, 89 L.Ed.2d 871
(1980.
b. Texas law.
Seizure of an allegedlyobscene book,
fh,
or other First Amendment item
must be based on a judicial determination that the material in question is
obscene. Walthall v. State, 594 S.W.2d
74 (Tex.Cr.App. 19801,citing Roadm v.
Kentucky, 413 US. 496 (1973).
C. Items For Which a Search W m t
May Be Issued.
Article 18.02, V.A.C.C.P., sets forth
the items for which a search warrant
may be issued Specific items not listed
may be sought m a search w a m t
under the catch-all language of Section
(101, whch authorizes a warrant for
Items or property, except for personal
wntings of the accused, consututmg
evidence tending to show that a particular person committed an offense.
Although not specificallystated, blood
is an item for whtch a search warrant
may be issued. Mulder v. State, 707
S.W 2d 908 (Tex.Cr.App. 19861, Gently
v. State, 640 S W.2d 899 (Tex.Cr.App.
1982); and Ferguson v. Skate, 573 S W.2d
516. See also Marquez v. Stare, 725
S.W.2d 217 (Tex.Cr.App. 19871.
D. Procedural Devices EquivaIent to
Search Warrants.
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In at least two cases, the State reTo "Grid" or Not to "Grld"
quested authorization to conduct what
Contlnuedfrompage 4
amounted to a searchunder the authority of a procedural device not classified
stances of specific cases differ remarkas a warrant In EEcamJla v. State, 556
ably, not so the "gridv system penalties
S.W.2d796 (Tex.Cr App. 19771,thestate
It would,for all intents and purposes,
made a motion to have a blood sample
eliminate plea bargamntng between detaken from the defendant under Rule
fense counsel and prosecutors. In ef167a,Tex.R.Cmv.P.,whichthenprovided
fect, a eliminates the experienced parthat the court could order a party to
ticipants in the Criminal Justice System
subrmt to a physical or mental examifrom giving effect to the true value of a
nation on motion for good cause The
case. The participants bow toagridlock.
Court held that the taking of a blood
If plea bargaining m any form remains,
sample amounted to a search, and the
it is only as to the initial "charge"
State's motion "for permission to obtain
decision.
a sample of the defendant's blood" d d
It should also be obvious that the
not authorize the search because it did
"grid" system elmmmnatesthe "open plea"
not meet the requirements of a warrant
as it is currently understood No dis
u n d e r k . 18.01,VA.C.C.P.(Thecourt's
cretmon would remain with the trial
addrt~onal
findingthat blood wasnot an
judge a s to what proper penalty should
item for which a search warrant may
be imposed upon the defendant who
issue was implicitly overruled in Genffy pleads gudty or no contest.
v. Stare, 640 S.W.2d 899 (Tex.Cr.App.
It is widely recognized that there are
19821.) Since the bloodsamplewasnot
cons~derablegeographical disparties
taken with consent or under citcmwithin the stateofTexas and differences
stances which would dispense with the
of opmon as to the seriousness of
warrant requirement,see Adkimv State,
certain offenses from county to county.
717 S.W 2d 363 3Tex.Cr.App. 1986),the
For instance, cattle theft is not upperblood test results were not admissilale.
most in the minds of residents in Dallas
In Pm'ndexteru.State,545 S.W.2d 798
or Houston but don't Uysellimgthat lack
(Tex.Cr.App. 1977), the State obtained
of interest in other parts of the state.
a court order permitting officers to enter
The same is true with many other sorts
the defendant's pharmacy to examine
of offenses. The "grid" system ignores
all records relatmg to barbiturates,
these geographical differences. Juries
narcoticdrugs,amphetamines,and other
and judges, however, have always inhypnotic drugs. The order was based
sisted that they be able to take into
on former Penal Code Articles 726d,
account the local standards of the
Sec. 6and725b,Sec.15, which permitted
community.
entry for such purposes. The Court
There is always the argument that
heldthat the statutes in effect at the time
"grid" systems in place "encourage"
of the search did not authorize the
trials on guilt or innocence. After all,if
search. The district court order could
the punishment is set in store at the
not be treated as a search warrant since
beginning, what does an accused have
it was not based on an a,ffidavit setting
to loose. Why shouldn't the accused
forth sufficient facts to estabhsh problitigate the issue of culpabiity.
able cause The evidence semzed was
In short, the unanimous vote was to
therefore inadmissible.
refain discretion in punishment with
Thus, if the State seeks to conduct a
the body imposingsentence, whether it
search usmng a device other than a
be judge or jury.
search warrant, the application for that
I, for one, was v e v impressed with
search must meet the usual warmt
the caliber of lawyer on both sides who
requiwnents, regardless of the nature ,took the time to attend the meeting. In
or title of the request. See also Boyh u. my humble opinion, there was a lot of
Stdte, -S.W.2d<Tex.Cr.App. No.
power and influence in that room. All
69,743, delivered May 15, 1991) (opmof it was channeled toward analyzing
ion on original submission, delivered
the system and improving the system,
October 4, 1989) (prosecutor impropnot cutting comers and not bemg soft
erly used an out-of-county witness aton any criminal defendant. I thought
tachment order as an arrest warrant).
everyone was mterested in effecttve
sentencing.
Apart from discussion concerning the
73tsarticle d l be contitmedin rhe next
"grid system, a general consensus was
issue ofloice.

reached in other areas. Eachshared the
feeling that the funchon of the jury is
extremely important in the present
system and should be contmnued. The
Punishment Standards Commission
should face reality and then publish
accurate and complete information for
public consumption. The publicshould
be told what the current system costs
and the consequences: the same is true
of any proposed new system There
should be a financ~alaccountabihty
within the system for felony offenses
such that the State bears the expense
once the ciiminal defendant becomes a
felony offender. The truth of thematter
is that otherwise, felons serve their time
in various county jails and the result is
that the system "misdemeanorizes" the
crime and the punishment.
The group also favoredthat a principal
focus of the Commission should be
toward the juvenile justice system and
its reformation and egpanslon. It is
scary to think about how many young
people graduate from the juvenile system mto full fledged adult criminals So
how can the juvenile systembeignored?
Finally, there is a distinct need for
continued research and analysis of the
above problems. Dr. Tony Fabelo,
whom I met for the first time, has very
impressive credentials and has a real
gnsp ofthr problen~swithinthcsyWrn.
But let's k : e fxxs. Illc puldic outcry
is that the criminal serves a short prison
sentence regardless of what the sentence
happens to be. So one segment of
society demands truth in sentencing
and threatens to overhaul the system
This segment better recognize reality.
There is no truth in sentencing any
more than there is honesty in legislation.
For evay such project there is a corresponding and devastating cost to the
Texas citizen. The expense side is
hardly ever openly addressed for all to
see. The rallying cry of so many commissions is that the criminal defendant
must serve all of his or her time. Within
the current structure oftheTexas Pnson
System, that is simply not economically
possible or feasible. Or perhaps
someonewants to advocate a dedicated
income tax for every Texas taxpayer
designed solely to build prisons. Are
there any other alternative locations,
such as available unusedmilitary bases,
etc?
A lot of work is being devoted to
examining who is in prison and why.
There are reasonable diversion proJULY 1992
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